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Abstract
Let S = K[x1, ..., xn] or S = K[[x1, ..., xn]] be either a polynomial or a formal power
series ring in a finite number of variables over a field K of characteristic p > 0 with
[K : Kp] < ∞. Let R be the hypersurface S/fS where f is a nonzero nonunit
element of S. If e is a positive integer, F e∗ (R) denotes the R-algebra structure
induced on R via the e-times iterated Frobenius map ( r → rpe ). We describe a
matrix factorizations of f whose cokernel is isomorphic to F e∗ (R) as R-module. The
presentation of F e∗ (R) as the cokernel of a matrix factorization of f enables us to
find a characterization from which we can decide when the ring S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)
has finite F-representation type (FFRT) where S = K[[x1, ..., xn]]. This allows us to
create a class of rings that have finite F-representation type but not finite CM type.
For S = K[[x1, ..., xn]], we use this presentation to show that the ring S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)
has finite F-representation type for any f in S. Furthermore, we prove that S/I has
finite F-representation type when I is a monomial ideal in either S = K[x1, ..., xn] or
S = K[[x1, ..., xn]]. Finally, this presentation enables us to compute the F-signature
of the rings S[[u, v]]/(f + uv) and S[[z]]/(f + z2) where S = K[[x1, ..., xn]] and f is a
monomial in the ring S. When R is a Noetherian ring of prime characteristic that
has FFRT, we prove that R[x1, ..., xn] and R[[x1, ..., xn]] have FFRT. We prove also
that over local ring of prime characteristic a module has FFRT if and only it has
FFRT by a FFRT system. This enables us to show that if M is a finitely generated
module over Noetherian ring R of prime characteristic p, then the set of all prime
ideals Q such that MQ has FFRT over RQ is an open set in the Zariski topology on
Spec(R).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we give an overview of the results in this thesis. The next three
chapters will introduce the necessary concepts and any unexplained terminology in
this chapter will be explained there.
1.1 Notation
Throughout this thesis, we shall assume all rings are commutative with a unit unless
otherwise is stated. N denotes the set of the positive integers and Z+ denotes the
set of non-negative integers. Let R be a ring. If I is an ideal of R generated by the
elements r1, ..., rn, we write I = (r1, ..., rn). Similarly, if M is a finitely generated R-
module generated bym1, ..., mn, we writeM = (m1, ..., mn). R is called a Noetherian
ring if every ideal of R is finitely generated. The set of all prime ideals of a R is
denoted by Spec(R). R is a local ring if R has only one maximal ideal, and we write
(R,m) to mean that R is a local ring with the unique maximal ideal m. If I is an
ideal of R, we define V (I) = {Q ∈ Spec(R) | I ⊆ Q} and the radical of I, denoted√
I, is intersection of all prime ideals in V (I). If
√
I = Q for some prime ideal Q, I is
said to be Q-primary. The collection {V (I) | I is an ideal of R} defines a topology
on Spec(R) that is called the Zariski topology on Spec(R) in which V (I) is a closed
set for any ideal I of R. A chain in R or Spec(R) is a sequence Q0 ⊆ Q1 ⊆ ... ⊆ Qn
of prime ideals of R. If Q is a prime ideal, the height of Q denoted ht(Q) is defined
7
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as
ht(Q) = sup{n| there exists a chain Q0 $ Q1 $ ... $ Qn = Q in Spec(R)}
and consequently the Krull dimension or simply the dimension ofR, denoted dim(R),
is given by
dim(R) = sup{ht(m)|m is a maximal ideal in R}
Furthermore,the dimension of an R-module M , denoted dimRM or dimM , is the
dimension of the ring R/AnnM where AnnM is the ideal AnnM = {r ∈ R|rM =
0}. The characteristic of R, denoted char(R), is the smallest positive integer n such
that
∑n
i=1 1 = 0; if no such n exists, then the characteristic is zero.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
In Chapter 2, we gather in section 2.1 the necessary concepts making the general
background of this thesis. This includes the definitions and the theorems that we
need in the subsequent chapters. We state in this section the theorems, propositions
and lemmas that have references without proof. In section 2.2 of this chapter, we
prove technical lemmas that are essential for some of the main results in the chapters
5 and 6.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the concept of matrix factorization. In section 3.1, we
provide the definition and the main properties of this concept and fix notations for
specific hypersurfaces. Section 3.2 explains how the concept of matrix factorization
can be related to the subject of maximal Cohen Maculay (MCM) modules over
specific hypersurfaces.
In 1997, K. Smith and M. Van den Bergh [24] introduced the notion of finite F-
representation type (FFRT) over a class of rings for which the Krull-Remak-Schmidit
Theorem holds as a characteristic p extension of the notion of finite Cohen-Macaulay
representation type. They then showed that rings with finite F-representation type
play a role in developing the theory of differential operators on the rings. How-
ever, Y.Yao in his paper [30] studied the notion of FFRT in more general settings.
T.Shibuta summarized in [21] several nice properties satisfied for rings of finite F-
representation type. For example, the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicities of such rings are
proved to be rational numbers by G.Seibert [20]. Y.Yao in his paper [30] proved
that tight closure commutes with localization in such rings.
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Chapter 4 provides in section 4.1 the definition and examples of the notion of
finite F-representation type (FFRT). Y.Yao in [30] observed that the localization
and the completion of modules with FFRT have also FFRT. In section 4.2 we prove
this observation and that both of R[x] and R[[x]] have FFRT whenever R has FFRT
(Theorem 4.5). The rings that have FFRT by FFRT system were introduced by
Y.Yao in [30]. We prove in section 4.3 that over local ring of prime characteristic
a module has FFRT if and only if it has FFRT by a FFRT system (Theorem 4.8).
This result enables us in section 4.4 to prove that the FFRT locus of a module is an
open set in the Zariski topology on Spec(R) (Theorem 4.10).
We fix in chapter 5 the notation that S = K[x1, . . . , xn] or S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]
where K is a filed of prime characteristic p with [K : Kp] <∞, and f is a nonzero
nonunit element in S. In section 5.1, we describe a presentation of F e∗ (S/fS) as a
cokernel of a matrix factorization of f (Theorem 5.9). This presentation of F e∗ (S/fS)
as a cokernel of a matrix factorization of f allows us in section 5.3 to find a char-
acterization of when the ring S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), where K is an algebraically closed
field of prime characteristic p > 2, has FFRT (Theorem 5.15) and hence in section
5.4 we provide a class of rings that have finite F- representation type but it does
not have finite Cohen-Macaulay type (Theorem 5.22). In section 5.5, we use this
presentation to prove that S/I has FFRT for any monomial ideal I in S (Theorem
5.25). Furthermore, if S = K[[x1, ..., xn]], we use this presentation to show in section
5.2 that the ring S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f) has finite F-representation type for any f in S
(Theorem 5.14).
The notion of the F -signature (Definition 6.1) was introduced and defined by
C. Huneke and G. Leuschke in [12] on an F-finite local ring of prime characteristic
with a perfect residue field. Y. Yao in his work [31] has defined the F-signature
to arbitrary local rings R without the assumptions that the residue field is perfect.
K.Tucker in his paper [26] proved that this limit exists. The F -signature seems to
give subtle information on the singularities of R. For example I. Aberbach and G.
Leuschke [1] have proved that the F -signature is positive if and only if R is strongly
F-regular. Furthermore, We have S(R) ≤ 1 with equality if and only if R is regular
[26, Theorem 4.16.] or [12, Corollary 16].
In Chapter 6, we compute the F -signature of specific hypersurfaces. Indeed, if
K is a field of prime characteristic p with [K : Kp] < ∞ and S = K[[x1, ..., xn]], we
compute in the sections 6.1 and 6.3 the F -signatures of the rings S[[u, v]]/(f+uv) and
S[[z]]/(f+z2) where f is a monomial and u, v, z are variables over S. The presentation
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of F e∗ (S/fS) as a cokernel of a matrix factorization of f playes a role in those
computations. We proved also in section 6.2 that, for any f ∈ S = K[[x1, ..., xn]],
the rings S/fS and S[[y1, ..., yn]]/fS[[y1, ..., yn]] have the same F -signature and we
give in section 6.4 a characterization of the F-signature of the ring S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f)
for any f ∈ S and d ∈ N .
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In the first section of this chapter, we review and provide the basic background from
commutative algebra that is needed for this thesis and the theorems, propositions
and lemmas that have references are stated in this section without proof. The
second section contains some technical lemmas that are essential for obtaining the
main results of this thesis.
2.1 General Background
2.1.1 Graded modules and Rings
Let G be an abelian group with an additive operation + and identity element e ∈ G
and let R be a ring.
Definition 2.1 [17, Section 1.1] R is a G-graded ring if there exists a family
{Rα |α ∈ G} of additive subgroups Rα of R such that R =
⊕
α∈GRα (as groups)
and RαRβ ⊆ Rα+β for all α, β ∈ G. A nonzero element x ∈ R is a homogeneous of
degree α ∈ G and we write deg(x) = α if x ∈ Rα.
Definition 2.2 [17, Section 2.1] Let M be an R-module. If R =
⊕
α∈GRα is a
G-graded ring , then M is a G-graded module if there exists a family {Mα |α ∈ G}
of additive subgroups Mα of M such that M =
⊕
α∈GMα (as groups) and RαMβ ⊆
11
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Mα+β for all α, β ∈ G. A nonzero element x ∈M is a homogeneous of degree α ∈ G
and we write deg(x) = α if x ∈Mα.
Remark 2.3 [17, Section 2.1] Let R =
⊕
α∈GRα be a G-graded ring and let M =⊕
α∈GMα be a G-graded R-module. If N is a submodule of M and Nα = N∩Mα for
each α ∈ G, then N is a graded submodule of M if N =⊕α∈GNα. Furthermore, if
N is a graded submodule of the G-graded module M =
⊕
α∈GMα, then the quotient
module M/N is also a G-graded R-module as follows: M/N =
⊕
α∈G(M/N)α where
(M/N)α = (Mα +N)/N = Mα/Nα for all α ∈ G.
2.1.2 Projective and flat Modules
Let R be a ring and M be an R-module throughout this subsection.
Definition 2.4 M is said to be projective if for every surjective module homomor-
phism g : L ։ N and every module homomorphism h : M → N , there exists a
module homomorphism f :M → L such that gf = h
Definition 2.5 [23, Section 2.4] A system B = {mi}i∈I of elements of M is said
to be linearly independent (over R) if the condition
∑
i∈I rimi = 0 with ri ∈ R for
every i and ri = 0 for almost all i implies that ri = 0 for every i. We say that B is
a basis of M (over R) if B generates M as an R-module and is linearly independent
over R. An R-module is said to be free (or R-free) if it has a basis. Furthermore, if
an R-module M has a finite free basis, M is said to be a free module of finite rank.
Remark 2.6 [23, Proposition 4.7.6] Every free module is a projective module.
Definition 2.7 [23, Section 17.4]
A projective resolution of M is an exact sequence
...→ Pn+1 dn+1−−−→ Pn → · · · → P1 d1−→ P0 ǫ−→M → 0
where Pj is projective R-module for every j. If there exists n such that Pj = 0 for
all j ≥ n+ 1, then we say that M has a finite resolution of length ≤ n .
It is well known [23, Proposition 17.4.4] that every module has a projective
resolution not necessarily finite.
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Definition 2.8 [23, Section 18.2] The projective dimension of M , denoted pdM
or pdRM , is defined by
pdM = inf{n |M has a projective resolution of length ≤ n}
when M has no finite projective resolution, we write pdM =∞.
Definition 2.9 [23, Section 4.7] M is said to be flat if for every injective module
homomorphism g : L −→ N , the induced module homomorphism 1⊗g : M⊗RL −→
M ⊗R N is injective. If M is a flat R-module, M is said to be faithfully flat if for
every nonzero R-module N , M⊗RN 6= 0. Furthermore, If S is an R-algebra,i.e. S is
a ring and there exists a ring homomorphism φ : R→ S, then S is flat (respectively
faithfully flat) algebra over R if S is flat (respectively faithfully flat) as R-module.
2.1.3 Cokernel of Matrix
Notation 2.10 If m,n ∈ N, then Mm×n(R) (and Mn(R)) denote the set of all
m× n (and n× n) matrices over a ring R (where R is not necessarily commutative
in this notation). If A ∈ Mn×m(R) is the matrix representing the R-linear map
φ : Rn −→ Rm given by φ(X) = AX for all X ∈ Rn, then we write A : Rn −→ Rm
to denote the R-linear map φ and cokerR(A) denotes the cokernl of φ while ImR(A)
denotes the image of φ. We write coker(A) and Im(A) if R is known from the
context.
Definition 2.11 If A,B ∈Mn(R) where R is a commutative ring, we say that A is
equivalent to B and we write A ∼ B if there exist invertible matrices U, V ∈Mn(R)
such that A = UBV .
We can observe the following remark.
Remark 2.12 (a) If A ∈ Mn×m(R) and B ∈ Ms×t(R), then we define A ⊕ B to
be the matrix in M(n+s)×(m+t)(R) that is given by A⊕B =
 A
B
. In this
case, cokerR(A⊕ B) = cokerR(A)⊕ cokerR(B).
(b) If A,B ∈ Mn(R) are equivalent matrices, then cokerR(A) is isomorphic to
cokerR(B) as R-modules.
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If A and B are matrices in Mn(R) such that cokerR(A) is isomorphic to cokerR(B),
it is not true in general that this implies that A is equivalent to B [15, Section 4].
However, the following Proposition gives a partial converse of 2.12(b).
Proposition 2.13 Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and let A ∈ Ms(R) and
B ∈ Mt(R) be two matrices determining the R-linear maps A : Rs → Rs and
B : Rt → Rt such that A and B are injective and all entries of A and B are in m. If
cokerR(A) is isomorphic to cokerR(B) as R-modules, then s = t and A is equivalent
to B.
Proof. Consider the following diagram with exact rows
0 −−−→ Rt B−−−→ Rt δ−−−→ cokerR(B) −−−→ 0
β
y αy µy≈
0 −−−→ Rs A−−−→ Rs π−−−→ cokerR(A) −−−→ 0
The projectivity of Rt induces the R-linear map α that makes the right square of
the diagram commute. Since Im(αB) ⊆ Im(A), the projectivity of Rt induces β that
makes the diagram commutative. The fact that all entries of A are in m yields that
Im(A) ⊆ mRs. Now, if y ∈ Rs, there exists x ∈ Rt such that π(y) = µδ(x) = πα(x).
Therefore, y−α(x) ∈ Ker(π) = Im(A) and then y ∈ Im(α)+Im(A) ⊆ Im(α)+mRs.
This implies that Rs = Im(α) +mRs and hence by Nakayamma lemma [23, Lemma
2.1.7] it follows that α is surjective. The surjectivity of α shows that t ≥ s. By
similar argument we show that s ≥ t and hence s = t. Since α : Rs → Rs is
surjective, α is isomorphism [16, Theorem 2.4]. The five lemma [18, Proposition
2.72] confirms that β is isomorphism too. If U and V are the invertible matrices
defining α and β (see Remark 2.15), then UB = AV as desired. 
2.1.4 Presentation of finitely generated modules
In this subsection, R is a ring and M is an R-module.
Definition 2.14 [23, Section 4.2] M is said to be finitely presented if there exists
an exact sequence G
ψ−→ F φ−→M −→ 0 where G and F are free modules of finite rank.
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Remark 2.15 If R is Noetherain and M is a finitely generated R-module, there
exists an exact sequence G
ψ−→ F φ−→ M −→ 0 where G and F are free modules of
finite rank. If {g1, ..., gm} and {f1, ..., fn} are bases for G and F respectively and
ψ(gj) =
∑n
i=1 aijfi for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, then the matrix A = [aij ] is said to represent
ψ with cokerA =M and we write Mat(ψ) = A. If G
θ−→ G and G τ−→ G are R-linear
maps where G is a free module of finite rank, then Mat(θ + τ) = Mat(θ) + Mat(τ)
and Mat(θτ) = Mat(θ)Mat(τ).
2.1.5 Localization of modules and rings
Let R be a ring and M be an R-module throughout this subsection.
Definition 2.16 [23, Section 2.7] If W is a multiplicative closed set, i.e 1 ∈ W and
st ∈ W for all s, t ∈ W , define the relation ∼ on W ×M by (s,m) ∼ (t, n), where
(s,m), (t, n) ∈ W ×M , if and only if there exists w ∈ W such that wtm = wsn. The
relation ∼ is an equivalence relation and for every (s,m) ∈ W ×M let m
s
denote
the equivalence class of (s,m). Let W−1M denote the set of all equivalence classes
m
s
for all (s,m) ∈ W ×M .
It is straightforward to verify the following well known fact.
Proposition 2.17 If W is a multiplicative closed set, then:
(a) W−1R is a commutative ring for which the addition and the multiplication are
given by a
s
+ b
t
= ta+sb
st
and a
s
. b
t
= ab
st
for all a
s
, b
t
∈ W−1R.
(b) W−1M is an W−1R-module for which the addition and the scalar multipli-
cation are given by m
s
+ n
t
= tm+sn
st
and a
u
m
s
= am
us
for all a
u
∈ W−1R and
m
s
, n
t
∈ W−1M .
Remark 2.18 (a) If P is a prime ideal in R, then W = R \P is a multiplicative
closed set and we write MP (or RP ) to denote W
−1M (or W−1R).
(b) If u ∈ R \ {0}, then W = {1, u, u2, ..., un, ...} is a multiplicative closed set and
we write Mu (or Ru) to denote W
−1M (or W−1R).
Recall from Corollary4.20, Rule4.22, and Example 4.18 in ChapterIII of [13] and
[16, Theorem 4.4] the following property of localizations.
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Proposition 2.19 Let S and T be a multiplicative closed sets of a ring R and let
Tˆ be the image of T in S−1R. For every R-module M , it follows that:
(a) If S ⊆ T , then Tˆ−1(S−1R) ∼= T−1R as rings and Tˆ−1(S−1M) ∼= T−1M as
T−1R-modules.
(b) If f, g ∈ R and g
1
is the image of g in Rf , then (Rf) g
1
∼= Rfg as rings and
(Mf ) g
1
∼= Mfg as Rfg-modules.
(c) Let I be an ideal of R, let P ∈ Spec(R) contain I, and let P¯ be the image of P
in R/I. If ρ( r+I
s+I
) = r
s
+ IP for all
r+I
s+I
∈ (R/I)P¯ , then the map ρ : (R/I)P¯ →
RP/IP is a ring isomorphism.
(d) S−1M is isomorphic to S−1R⊗R M as S−1R-modules.
Let W be a multiplicative closed set of a ring R. If M and N are R-modules,
there exists an W−1R-linear map W−1HomR(M,N) → HomW−1R(W−1M,W−1N)
given by f
w
7→ 1
w
W−1f for every f ∈ HomR(M,N) and w ∈ W where W−1f ∈
HomW−1R(W
−1M,W−1N) is given by W−1f(m
w
) = f(m)
w
for all m
w
∈ W−1M . How-
ever, this W−1R-linear map is isomorphism in the following case.
Lemma 2.20 [18, Lemma 4.87.] Let W be a multiplicative closed set of a ring R. If
M is finitely presented, thenW−1HomR(M,N) is isomorphic to HomW−1R(W
−1M,W−1N)
as W−1R-module for every R-module N . In particular case, if R is Noetherian and
M is finitely generated, thenW−1HomR(M,N) is isomorphic to HomW−1R(W
−1M,W−1N)
as W−1R-module for every R-module N .
We need the following lemma later in section 4.4.
Lemma 2.21 Let M and N be finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring
R. If W is a multiplicative closed set of R such that W−1M is isomorphic to W−1N
as W−1R-module, then there exists u ∈ W such that Mu is isomorphic to Nu as
Ru-module.
Proof. Let φ ∈ HomW−1R(W−1M,W−1N) be an isomorphism. By lemma 2.20,
there exists f ∈ HomR(M,N) and t ∈ W such that φ = 1tW−1f . Therefore, f
induces the following exact sequence resulted from the exactness of localizations
0→ W−1(Ker f)→W−1M W−1f−−−→W−1N → W−1(coker f)→ 0.
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Since W−1(coker f) = cokerW−1f = coker 1
t
W−1f = cokerφ and W−1(Ker f) =
KerW−1f = Ker 1
t
W−1f = Kerφ, it follows W−1(coker f) = 0 = W−1(Ker f)
and hence there exists u ∈ W such that u coker f = 0 = uKer f . Such u exists
as coker f and Ker f are finitely generated R-modules. As a result, we get that
coker fu = (coker f)u = 0 and Ker fu = (Ker f)u = 0 which proves that Mu is
isomorphic to Nu as Ru-module. 
2.1.6 Completion of modules and rings
In this subsection, R is a ring and M is an R-module.
Definition 2.22 [23, Chapter 8] A filtration on R is a sequence {In}n≥0 of ideals of
R such that I0 = R, In ⊇ In+1 and InIm ⊆ In+m for all m,n. A ring with a filtration
is called a filtered ring. If R is a filtered ring with filtration {In}n≥0, a filtration
on the R-module M is a sequence F = {Mn}n≥0 of submodules of M such that
M0 = M , Mn ⊇ Mn+1 and ImMn ⊆ Mm+n for all m, n. In this case M is called a
filtered R-module. The condition ImMn ⊆ Mm+n is sometimes expressed by saying
that the filtration {Mn}n≥0 is compatible with the filtration {In}n≥0. An example
of a filtration is the I-adic filtration corresponding to an ideal I of R. This is the
filtration given by In = I
n and Mn = I
nM for all n ≥ 1 , M0 =M and I0 = R.
Definition 2.23 Let R be a filtered ring with filtration A = {In}n≥0 and let M be
a filtered R-module with (compatible) filtration F = {Mn}n≥0.
(a) We use R̂A (or R̂ if there is no ambiguity) to denote the completion of R with
respect to the filtration A that is defined as
R̂A = lim←−R/In = {(xn + In)n≥1 ∈
∏
n≥1
R/In | xn+1 − xn ∈ In, ∀n ≥ 1}.
(b) We use M̂F (or M̂ if there is no ambiguity) to denote the completion of M
with respect to the filtration F that is defined as
M̂F = lim←−M/Mn = {(xn +Mn)n≥1 ∈
∏
n≥1
M/Mn | xn+1 − xn ∈Mn, ∀n ≥ 1}.
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(c) If I is an ideal of R, the I-adic completion of R (and M) is denoted by R̂I
(and M̂I) and consequently are defined as
R̂I = lim←−R/I
n = {(xn + In)n≥1 ∈
∏
n≥1
R/In | xn+1 − xn ∈ In, ∀n ≥ 1}
and
M̂I = lim←−M/I
nM = {(xn+InM)n≥1 ∈
∏
n≥1
M/InM | xn+1−xn ∈ InM∀, n ≥ 1}.
We know from [16, Section 8] , [3, Chapter 10], or [23, Section 8.2] that R̂ is a ring
and M̂ is R̂-module as follows:
Proposition 2.24 If R is a filtered ring with filtration A = {In}n≥0 and M is a
filtered R-module with (compatible) filtration F = {Mn}n≥0, then:
(a) R̂A is a ring with addition and multiplication given by (rn + In)n≥1 + (sn +
In)n≥1 = ((rn+ sn) + In)n≥1 and (rn+ In)n≥1(sn+ In)n≥1 = (rnsn+ In)n≥1 for
all (rn + In)n≥1, (sn + In)n≥1 ∈ Rˆ
(b) M̂F is an R̂A-module with addition and scalar multiplication given by (xn +
Mn)n≥1+(yn+Mn)n≥1 = ((xn+yn)+Mn)n≥1 and (rn+ In)n≥1(yn+Mn)n≥1 =
(rnyn+Mn)n≥1 for all (xn+Mn)n≥1, (yn+Mn)n≥1 ∈ M̂F and (rn+In)n≥1 ∈ R̂A
An example of the completion is the following:
Proposition 2.25 [9, Section 7.1] Let A = R[x1, .., xt] be a polynomial ring over
the ring A. If I = (x1, ..., xt), then ÂI = R[[x1, ..., xt]].
Definition 2.26 Let R be a filtered ring with filtration A = {In}n≥0, and let F =
{Mn}n≥0 and F˜ = {M˜n}n≥0 be two compatible filtrations on M . The filterations
F = {Mn}n≥0 and F˜ = {M˜n}n≥0 are equivalent if the following holds: Given r ≥ 0,
there exist n(r) ≥ 0 and n˜(r) ≥ 0 such that Mn(r) ⊆ M˜r and M˜n˜(r) ⊆ Mr.
We need the following Proposition later in the subsection 2.1.7.
Proposition 2.27 [23, Lemma 8.2.1] Let R be a filtered ring with filtration A =
{In}n≥0. If F = {Mn}n≥0 and F˜ = {M˜n}n≥0 are two compatible equivalent filtrations
on M , then lim←−M/Mn is isomorphic lim←−M/M˜n as Rˆ-modules.
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When R is Noetherian andM is a finitely generated R-module, we have the following
useful theorem
Theorem 2.28 [16, Theorems 8.7, 8.8, and 8.14] Let R be a Noetherian ring and
let M be a finitely generated R-module. If I is an ideal of R, then
(a) M̂I is isomorphic to M ⊗R R̂I as R̂I-module.
(b) R̂I is flat R-algebra. Furthermore, if I is contained in the intersection of all
maximal ideals of R, then R̂I is faithfully flat R-algebra.
If M and N are R-modules, recall that M is said to be a direct summand of N
if there exists an R-module L such that N = M ⊕ L.
Proposition 2.29 [4, Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7] Let (R,m) be a Noetherian
local ring. If M and N are finitely generated R-modules, then:
(a) M is a direct summand of N if and only if M̂m is a direct summand of N̂m.
(b) M ∼= N as R-modules if and only if M̂m ∼= N̂m as R̂m-modules.
2.1.7 Modules over rings of prime characteristic p
Throughout this section, all rings are of prime characteristic p unless otherwise
stated, e ∈ N, and q = pe. Let R be a ring of prime characteristic p. For every
e ∈ N , and a, b ∈ R, it follows that (a + b)pe = ape + bpe and consequently the
map F e : R → R that is given by F e(a) = ape is a ring homomorphism. This
homomorphism is called the e-th Frobenius iterated map on the ring R.
Definition 2.30 If M is an R module, F e∗ (M) denotes the R-module obtained via
the restriction under the Frobenius homomorphism F e : R → R. Thus, F e∗ (M) is
the R-module that is the same as M as an abelian group but for every m ∈ M
we set F e∗ (m) to represent the corresponding element in F
e
∗ (M) and the R-module
structure of F e∗ (M) is given by
rF e∗ (m) = F
e
∗ (r
pem) for all m ∈M and r ∈ R
In a particular case, F e∗ (R) is the abelian group R that has an R-module structure
via
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rF e∗ (a) = F
e
∗ (r
pea) for all a, r ∈ R.
If I is an ideal of R, then I [q] denotes the ideal generated by the set {rq|r ∈ I}. As
a result, if I = (r1, ..., rn), then I
[q] = (rq1, ..., r
q
n).
We can observe the following:
Remark 2.31 Let M and N be modules over a ring R. If e ∈ N, it follows that:
(a) F e+d∗ (M) = F
e
∗ (F
d
∗ (M)) for all d ∈ N.
(b) F e∗ (R) is a ring itself, isomorphic to R, with an addition and a multiplication
given by F e∗ (a) + F
e
∗ (b) = F
e
∗ (a + b) and F
e
∗ (a)F
e
∗ (b) = F
e
∗ (ab) for all a and b
in R.
(c) F e∗ (M) is also F
e
∗ (R)-module via F
e
∗ (r)F
e
∗ (m) = F
e
∗ (rm) for all m ∈ M and
r ∈ R.
(d) If I is an ideal, then IF e∗ (M) = F
e
∗ (I
[q]M).
(e) If N is a submodule of M , then F e∗ (N) is a submodule of F
e
∗ (M).
(f) If N is a submodule of M , then F e∗ (M)/F
e
∗ (N) is isomorphic to F
e
∗ (M/N) as
R-module.
(g) If φ : N → M is an R-module homomorphism, then so is the map F e∗ (φ) :
F e∗ (N)→ F e∗ (M) that is given by F e∗ (φ)(F e∗ (m)) = F e∗ (φ(m)) for each m ∈M .
(h) F e∗ (−) is an exact functor on the category of R-modules.
(i) If Rq = {rq | r ∈ R}, then Rq is a subring of R and consequently R is an
Rq-module.
(j) If {Mi}i∈I is a family of R-modules, then F e∗ (
∏
i∈I Mi) is isomorphic to
∏
i∈I F
e
∗ (Mi)
and F e∗ (
⊕
i∈I Mi) is isomorphic to
⊕
i∈I F
e
∗ (Mi) as R-modules.
Proposition 2.32 Let M be an R-module. If W is a multiplicative closed set of R,
then F e∗ (W
−1M) is isomorphic to W−1F e∗ (M) as W
−1R-module.
Proof. For every m ∈ M and w ∈ W , define φ(F e∗ (mw )) = F
e
∗
(wq−1m)
w
. If n ∈
M and y ∈ W satisfy that F e∗ (mw ) = F e∗ (ny ), then mw = ny and hence uym =
uwn for some u ∈ W . Therefore, (uwy)q−1uym = (uwy)q−1uwn implies that
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F e∗ (u
qyqwq−1m) = F e∗ (u
qwqyq−1n) and hence uyF e∗ (w
q−1m) = uwF e∗ (y
q−1n). This
shows that F
e
∗
(wq−1m)
w
= F
e
∗
(yq−1n)
y
and hence φ : F e∗ (W
−1M) → W−1F e∗ (M) is well
defined. Notice for any m ∈M and w ∈ W that
F e∗ (m)
w
=
wq−1F e∗ (m)
wq
=
F e∗ ((w
q)q−1m)
wq
= φ(F e∗ (
m
wq
))
This shows that φ is surjective. One can verify that φ is also injective module homo-
morphism over W−1R and hence φ : F e∗ (W
−1M) → W−1F e∗ (M) is an isomorphism
as W−1R-module isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.33 Let M be an R-module and let I be a finitely generated ideal of
R. If M̂I is the I-adic completion of M , then F
e
∗ (M̂I) is isomorphic to F̂
e
∗ (M)I as
RˆI-modules.
Proof. For each n ∈ N, let Jn = In. It follows that
F̂ e∗ (M)I = {(F e∗ (xn) + InF e∗ (M))∞n=1 ∈
∞∏
n=1
F e∗ (M)
InF e∗ (M)
|F e∗ (xn+1)− F e∗ (xn) ∈ InF e∗ (M)}
= {(F e∗ (xn) + F e∗ (J [q]n M))∞n=1 ∈
∞∏
n=1
F e∗ (M)
F e∗ (J
[q]
n M)
|F e∗ (xn+1)− F e∗ (xn) ∈ F e∗ (J [q]n M)}
= lim←−
F e∗ (M)
F e∗ (J
[q]
n M)
.
On the other hand, we have
F e∗ (M̂I) = {F e∗ ((xn + InM)∞n=1) ∈ F e∗ (
∞∏
n=1
M
InM
) | xn+1 − xn ∈ InM}
∼= {(F e∗ (xn) + F e∗ (InM))∞n=1 ∈
∞∏
n=1
F e∗ (M)
F e∗ (I
nM)
|F e∗ (xn+1)− F e∗ (xn) ∈ F e∗ (InM)}
= lim←−
F e∗ (M)
F e∗ (I
nM)
.
Form sufficiently larger than n, we find that F e∗ (I
mM) ⊆ F e∗ (J [q]n M) and it is ob-
vious that F e∗ (J
[q]
n M) ⊆ F e∗ (InM). This shows by Proposition 2.27 that lim←−
F e
∗
(M)
F e
∗
(InM)
is isomorphic to lim←−
F e
∗
(M)
F e
∗
(J
[q]
n M)
and hence F e∗ (M̂I) is isomorphic to F̂
e
∗ (M)I as RˆI-
modules. 
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Definition 2.34 Let M be an R-module where R is a ring not necessarily of prime
characteristic in this definition. M [x] denotes the set of all polynomials in x with
coefficients in M , i.e. every element in M [x] has the form
∑t
j=0mjx
j where t ∈ Z+
and mj ∈M for each 0 ≤ j ≤ t. The zero polynomial and the addition between two
polynomials in M [x] can be defined similarly as in the case of polynomial rings and
for f =
∑s
i=0 rix
i ∈ R[x] and m =∑tj=0mjxj ∈M [x] we define
fm =
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
rimjx
i+j .
One can check the following remark.
Remark 2.35 If M is an R-module where R is a ring not necessarily of prime
characteristic in this remak, then
(a) M [x] is an R[x]-module([3, Chapter 2]).
(b) M [x] is isomorphic to M ⊗R R[x] as R[x]-modules ([3, Chapter 2]).
(c) If M is a finitely generated R-module that is generated by {m1, ..., mn}, then
M [x] is a finitely generated R[x] -module that is generated by {m1⊗R1, ..., mn⊗R
1}.
Remark 2.36 If R is a ring, M is an R-module, e ∈ N and q = pe, notice that:
(a) F e∗ (M)[x] is R[x]-module with scalar multiplication given as follows:
If f =
∑s
i=0 rix
i ∈ R[x]and m =∑tj=0 F e∗ (mj)xj ∈ F e∗ (M)[x] and , then
fm =
s∑
i=0
t∑
i=0
F e(rqimj)x
i+j . (2.1)
(b) F e∗ (M [x]) is R[x]-module with scalar multiplication given as follows: If f =∑s
i=0 rix
i ∈ R[x] and F e∗ (m) =
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mjx
j) ∈ F e∗ (M [x]) and , then
fF e∗ (m) =
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (r
q
imjx
qi+j). (2.2)
Proposition 2.37 Let R be a ring and let M be an R-module.
If Mk = {
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mjx
qj+k) |mj ∈M and t ∈ Z+} for each 0 ≤ k ≤ q − 1, then:
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(a) Mk is R[x]-submodule of F
e
∗ (M [x]).
(b) F e∗ (M [x]) =
⊕q−1
k=0Mk.
(c) F e∗ (M)[x] is isomorphic to Mk as R[x]-modules.
(d) F e∗ (M [x]) is isomorphic to (F
e
∗ (M)[x])
⊕q as R[x]-modules.
Proof. (a) If r =
∑s
i=0 rix
i ∈ R[x] , m = ∑tj=0 F e∗ (mjxqj+k) ∈ Mk and n =∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (njx
qj+k) ∈ Mk, then m+ n =
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ ((mj + nj)x
qj+k) ∈ Mk and, by the
scalar multiplication given by equation 2.2,
rm = (
s∑
i=0
rix
i)(
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (mjx
qj+k)) =
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (r
q
imjx
q(i+j)+k)) ∈Mk.
This shows that Mk is R[x]-submodule of F
e
∗ (M [x]).
(b) If m =
∑t
j=0mjx
j ∈M [x], then F e∗ (m) =
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mjx
j). For each j ∈ Z+,
there exist unique 0 ≤ cj ≤ q − 1 and bj ∈ Z+ such that j = qbj + cj . Therefore,
F e∗ (m) =
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mjx
qbj+cj) and accordingly we can write F e∗ (m) =
∑q−1
k=0 fk where
fk ∈ Mk for each 0 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. Now let fk =
∑u
j=0 F
e
∗ (mk,jx
qj+k) ∈ Mk for all
0 ≤ k ≤ q−1. Notice that∑q−1k=0 fk = 0 if and only if∑q−1k=0∑uj=0 F e∗ (mk,jxqj+k) = 0
if and only if
∑q−1
k=0
∑u
j=0mk,jx
qj+k = 0. For all 0 ≤ k, l ≤ q− 1 and j, i ∈ Z+ notice
that qj+k = qi+l if and only if k = l and j = i. This makes
∑q−1
k=0
∑u
j=0mk,jx
qj+k =
0 if and only if mk,j = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ q−1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ u. Therefore
∑q−1
k=0 fk = 0
if and only if fk = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. This shows that F e∗ (M [x]) =
⊕q−1
k=0Mk.
(c) If
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mj)x
j ∈ F e∗ (M)[x], define φ(
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mj)x
j) =
∑u
j=0 F
e
∗ (mjx
qj+k).
One can check that φ(m + n) = φ(m) + φ(n) for all m,n ∈ F e∗ (M)[x] and φ :
F e∗ (M)[x] → Mk is a group isomorphism. Furthermore, if r =
∑s
i=0 rix
i ∈ R[x]
and m =
∑t
j=0 F
e
∗ (mj)x
j ∈ F e∗ (M)[x], we get by the scalar multiplications given by
equations 2.1 and 2.2 that
φ(rf) = φ(
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (r
q
imj)x
i+j) =
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (r
q
imjx
q(i+j)+k) and
rφ(f) = (
s∑
i=0
rix
i)(
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (mjx
qj+k)) =
s∑
i=0
t∑
j=0
F e∗ (r
q
imjx
q(i+j)+k).
This shows that φ : F e∗ (M)[x]→ Mk is an isomorphism of R[x]-modules.
(d) follows from (b) and (c). 
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Proposition 2.38 Let R be a ring. If f =
∑∞
n=0 fn ∈ R[[x1, ..., xt]] where fn is a
homogeneous polynomial in R[x1, ..., xt] of degree n for all n ≥ 0, then f q =
∑∞
n=0 f
q
n.
Proof. let m be the maximal ideal of R[[x1, ..., xt]]. If g =
∑∞
n=0 gn ∈ R[[x1, ..., xt]]
where gn is a homogeneous polynomial in R[x1, ..., xt] of degree n, notice that f = g
if and only if f +mn = g +mn for all n ≥ 1. For every n ≥ 1, we have
f q +mn = (f + mn)q
= (
n−1∑
j=0
fj +m
n)q
= (
n−1∑
j=0
fj)
q +mn
=
n−1∑
j=0
f qj +m
n
= hn +m
n
where
hn =

∑rn−1
j=0 f
q
j , if n = rnq for some rn ∈ Z+∑rn
j=0 f
q
j , if n = rnq + sn for some rn ∈ Z+ and 1 ≤ sn ≤ q − 1.
On the other hand, if g =
∑∞
n=0 f
q
n, then for all n ≥ 1 we get
g +mn = gn +m
n
where
gn =

∑rn−1
j=0 f
q
j , if n = rnq for some rn ∈ Z+∑rn
j=0 f
q
j , if n = rnq + sn for some rn ∈ Z+ and 1 ≤ sn ≤ q − 1.
This shows that f q =
∑∞
n=0 f
q
n. 
Proposition 2.39 Let R be a ring. If S = R[[x1, ..., xt]], then F
e
∗ (S) is isomorphic to∏∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (Rn) as S-modules where Rn is the group of all homogeneous polynomials in
R[x1, ..., xt] of degree n for all n ∈ Z+ with R0 = R. Furthermore, if f =
∑∞
j=0 fn ∈
R[[x1, ..., xn]] where fn is a homogeneous polynomial in R[x1, ..., xn] of degree n for
all n ≥ 0, we can write F e∗ (f) =
∑∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (fn).
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Proof. Notice that R[[x1, ..., xt]] =
∏∞
n=0Rn where Rn is the group of all homoge-
neous polynomials in R[x1, ..., xt] of degree n for all n ∈ Z+ with R0 = R. If we
define φ(F e∗ (
∑∞
n=0 fn)) =
∑∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (fn), for every f =
∑∞
n=0 fn ∈ R[[x1, ..., xn]], then
φ : F e∗ (R[[x1, ..., xt]]) →
∏∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (Rn) is a group isomorphism. Let f =
∑∞
n=0 fn
and g =
∑∞
n=0 gn be elements in R[[x1, ..., xn]]. Recall from Proposition 2.38 that
f q =
∑∞
n=0 f
q
n and hence
fF e∗ (g) = F
e
∗ (f
qg) = F e∗ (
∞∑
n=0
hn)
where hn =
∑rn
j=0 f
q
rn−jgjq+sn whenever n = rnq + sn for rn, sn ∈ Z+ with 0 ≤ sn ≤
q − 1. Notice that ∏∞n=0 F e∗ (Rn) can be considered as S-module as follows:
If f =
∑∞
n=0 fn ∈ S and
∑∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (gn) ∈
∏∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (Rn), then
f
∞∑
n=0
F e∗ (gn) =
∞∑
n=0
wn
where wn =
∑rn
j=0 frn−jF
e
∗ (gjq+sn) whenever n = rnq + sn for rn, sn ∈ Z+ with
0 ≤ sn ≤ q − 1. Therefore
φ(fF e∗ (g)) = φ(F
e
∗ (f
qg)) = f
∞∑
n=0
F e∗ (gn) = fφ(F
e
∗ (g)).
This proves that φ : F e∗ (S) →
∏∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (Rn) is an isomorphism as S-modules and
hence we can write F e∗ (
∑∞
j=0 fn) =
∑∞
n=0 F
e
∗ (fn). 
Proposition 2.40 If Λe is a subset of the ring R, then
(a) Λe is a free basis of R as a free R
q-module if and only if {F e∗ (λ) | λ ∈ Λe} is a
free basis of F e∗ (R) as a free R-module.
(b) If Λe is a free basis of R as a free R
q-module and x is a variable on R, then
{λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q−1} is a free basis of R[x] as a free Rq[xq]-module.
(c) If Λe is a free basis of R as a free R
q-module and x1, ..., xn are variables on R,
then
{λxk11 xk22 ...xknn | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
is a free basis of R[x1, ..., xn] as a free R
q[xq1, ..., x
q
n]-module.
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(d) If Λe is a free basis of R as a free R
q-module and x1, ..., xn are variables on R,
then
{F e∗ (λxk11 xk22 ...xknn ) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
is a free basis of F e∗ (R[x1, ..., xn]) as a free R[x1, ..., xn]-module.
(e) If Λe is a finite free basis of R as a free R
q-module of finite rank and x is a
variable on R, then {λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} is a free basis of R[[x]]
as a free Rq[[xq]]-module.
(f) If Λe is a finite free basis of R as a free R
q-module of finite rank and x1, ..., xn
are variables on R, then
{λxk11 xk22 ...xknn | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
is a finite free basis of R[[x1, ..., xn]] as a free R
q[[xq1, ..., x
q
n]]-module.
(g) If Λe is a finite free basis of R as a free R
q-module of finite rank and x1, ..., xn
are variables on R, then
{F e∗ (λxk11 xk22 ...xknn ) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
is a finite free basis of F e∗ (R[[x1, ..., xn]]) as a free R[[x1, ..., xn]]-module.
Proof. (a) For any finite subset Λ ⊆ Λe notice that r =
∑
λ∈Λ r
q
λλ if and only if
F e∗ (r) =
∑
λ∈Λ rλF
e
∗ (λ) where rλ ∈ R for all λ ∈ λe. This proves the result.
(b) If r ∈ R, there exists a finite set Λ ⊆ Λe such that r =
∑
λ∈Λ r
q
λλ where
rλ ∈ R for all λ ∈ Λ. Since every n ∈ Z+ can be written as n = uq + t where
u, t ∈ Z+ and 0 ≤ t ≤ q−1, it follows that rxn =
∑
λ∈Λ r
q
λ(x
u)qλxt. This shows that
{λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} is a generating set of R[x] as Rq[xq]-module. Our
task now is to show that {λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} is linearly independent
set (See Definition 2.5). It is enough to show that every finite set Ω on the following
form is linearly independent where
Ω = {λ(i,j)xj | λ(i,j) ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj} where nj ∈ N for all j.
For every f ∈ R[x] and n ∈ Z+ , let [f ]n denote the coefficient of xn in f . Now let
f =
∑q−1
j=0
∑nj
i=1 f
q
(i,j)λ(i,j)x
j where f(i,j) ∈ R[x] for all 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ ni
and we aim to show that f = 0 implies that f(i,j) = 0 for all i and j. This can be
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achieved by proving that [f(i,j)]s = 0 for every s ∈ Z+. Let s ∈ Z+ and 0 ≤ t ≤ q−1.
If α, β ∈ Z+ with 0 ≤ β ≤ q− 1 notice that sq+ t = αq+ β if and only if s = α and
t = β and consequently we get
[f ]sq+t =
nt∑
i=0
([f(i,t)]s)
qλ(i,t). (2.3)
Now if f = 0, we get [f ]sq+t = 0. Since λ(i,t) ∈ Λe for all 0 ≤ i ≤ nt, it follows from 2.3
that [f(i,t)]s = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ nt. This shows that [f(i,j)]s = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ nj, and s ∈ Z+ and consequently {λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} is a
basis of R[x] as Rq[xq]-module.
(c) Use the result (b) above and the induction on n.
(d) Use the results above ((c) and (a)).
(e) Let Λe = {λ1, . . . , λm} and let f = Σ∞n=0rnxn. For every n ∈ Z+, there exist
rn, tn ∈ Z+ with 0 ≤ tn ≤ q − 1 such that n = qrn + tn. This enables us to write
f =
∞∑
n=0
rnx
n =
∞∑
k=0
rqkx
qk +
∞∑
k=0
rqk+1x
qk+1 + . . .+
∞∑
k=0
rqk+q−1x
qk+q−1
=
q−1∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
rqk+jx
qk+j .
For every k, j ∈ Z+ with 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, we can write rqk+j =
∑m
i=1 u
q
(i,j,k)λi where
u(i,j,k) ∈ R for all i, j and k. Therefore, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 we get
∞∑
k=0
rqk+jx
qk+j =
∞∑
k=0
[
m∑
i=1
uq(i,j,k)λi]x
qk+j
=
m∑
i=1
∞∑
k=0
uq(i,j,k)λix
qk+j
=
m∑
i=1
[
∞∑
k=0
(u(i,j,k)x
k)q]λix
j
=
m∑
i=1
[
∞∑
k=0
u(i,j,k)x
k]qλix
j (Proposition 2.38) .
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As a result,
f =
q−1∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
rqk+jx
qk+j
=
q−1∑
j=0
m∑
i=1
[
∞∑
k=0
u(i,j,k)x
k]qλix
j
=
q−1∑
j=0
m∑
i=1
[f(i,j)]
qλix
j
where f(i,j) =
∑∞
k=0 u(i,j,k)x
k for all i and j. This shows that {λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤
j ≤ q − 1} is a generating set of R[[x]] as a Rq[[xq]]-module. For every f ∈ R[[x]] and
n ∈ Z+ , let [f ]n denote the coefficient of xn in f . Let f =
∑q−1
j=0
∑m
i=1 f
q
(i,j)λix
j
where f(i,j) ∈ R[[x]] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. We aim to show that if
f = 0 , we get that f(i,j) = 0 for all i and j. This can be achieved by proving that
[f(i,j)]s = 0 for every s ∈ Z+. Let s ∈ Z+ and 0 ≤ t ≤ q − 1. If α, β ∈ Z+ with
0 ≤ β ≤ q − 1 notice that sq + t = αq + β if and only if s = α and t = β and
consequently we get
[f ]sq+t =
m∑
i=0
([f(i,t)]s)
qλi. (2.4)
Now if f = 0, we get [f ]sq+t = 0. Since λi ∈ Λe for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m, it follows from 2.4
that [f(i,t)]s = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m. This shows that [f(i,j)]s = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ m, and s ∈ Z+ and consequently {λxj | λ ∈ Λe and 0 ≤ j ≤ q−1} is a basis
of R[[x]] as Rq[[xq]]-module.
(f) Use the result (e) above and the induction on n.
(g) Use the results above ((f) and (a)). 
Corollary 2.41 Let K be a field of positive prime characteristic p and q = pe for
some e ∈ N. Let Λe be the basis of K as Kq vector space.
(a) If S := K[x1, ..., xn], then F
e
∗ (S) is a free S-module with the basis
∆en := {F e∗ (λxk11 xk22 ...xknn ) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
Furthermore, if K(x1, ..., xn) is the fraction field of K[x1, ..., xn] and
Ωen := {F e∗ (
λxk11 x
k2
2 ...x
kn
n
1
) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n},
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then Ωen is a basis of F
e
∗ (K(x1, ..., xn)) as K(x1, ..., xn)-vector space.
(b) If S := K[x1, ..., xn, ....], then F
e
∗ (S) is a free S-module with the basis ∆
e =
∪n≥1∆en where ∆en as above. Furthermore, if K(x1, ..., xn, ...) is the fraction
field of K[x1, ..., xn, ...] and Ω
e = ∪n≥1Ωen where Ωen as above, then we get
F e∗ (K(x1, ..., xn, ...)) is a K(x1, ..., xn, ...)-vector space with the infinite basis
Ωe.
(c) If S := K[[x1, ..., xn]] and K is finite K
q-vector space, then F e∗ (S) is a finitely
generated free S-module with the basis
∆en := {F e∗ (λxk11 xk22 ...xknn ) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
Proof.
(a) It is obvious from Proposition 2.40 (d) that ∆en is a basis for F
e
∗ (S) is a free
S-module. Notice that {λx
k1
1 x
k2
2 ...x
kn
n
1
| λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ kj ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} is a basis
for K(x1, ..., xn) as K
q(xq1, ..., x
q
n)-vector space. It follows from Proposition 2.40 (a)
that Ωen is a basis of F
e
∗ (K(x1, ..., xn)) as K(x1, ..., xn)-vector space.
(b) Notice that K[x1, ..., xn, ....] = ∪n≥1K[x1, ..., xn] and consequently we get
K(x1, ..., xn, ...) = ∪n≥1K(x1, ..., xn). It follows obviously that F e∗ (K[x1, ..., xn, ...]) =
∪n≥1F e∗ (K[x1, ..., xn]) and F e∗ (K(x1, ..., xn, ...)) = ∪n≥1F e∗ (K(x1, ..., xn)). Therefore,
we obtain from (a) that ∆e = ∪n≥1∆en is a basis for F e∗ (S) as S-module and hence
Ωe is an infinite basis of F e∗ (K(x1, ..., xn, ...)) as K(x1, ..., xn, ...)-vector space.
(c)It is obvious from Proposition 2.40 (g). 
The following example explains that we can not remove the finiteness condition
in Corollary 2.41 (c).
Example. Let K be a field of positive prime characteristic p and S = K[[x]].
Suppose that Λe is an infinite basis of K as K
q vector space and let ∆e = {λxj | λ ∈
Λe, 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1}. We aim to show that {F e∗ (λxj) | λ ∈ Λe, 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} is not a
basis for F e∗ (S) as S-module. It is enough by Proposition 2.40 (a) to show that ∆e
is not a free basis for S as Sq-module. Assume the contrary that ∆e is a free basis
for S as Sq-module. For every f ∈ S and n ∈ Z+ , let [f ]n denote the coefficient
of xn in f . Let {λn}n≥0 be an infinite subset of Λe such that λi 6= λj whenever
i 6= j and let f = ∑∞n=0 λnxn ∈ S. Therefore, there exist nonnegative integers
n0, ..., nq−1 such that f =
∑q−1
j=0
∑nj
i=1 f
q
(i,j)λ(i,j)x
i where λ(i,j) ∈ Λe and f(i,j) ∈ S for
all 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ nj . For every s, α ∈ Z+ and 0 ≤ t, β ≤ q − 1, we
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notice that sq + t = αq + β if and only if s = α and t = β and consequently
λsq+t = [f ]sq+t =
nt∑
i=0
([f(i,t)]s)
qλ(i,t).
The above equation implies that λsq+t ∈ {λ(i,j) | 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj} ∪ {0}
and consequently {λn}n≥0 ⊆ {λ(i,j) | 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj} ∪ {0} which is a
contradiction as {λn}n≥0 is infinite set of distinct elements. 
Definition 2.42 A Noetherian ring R is said to be F-finite if F 1∗ (R) is finitely
generated R module (or equivalently that F e∗ (R) is finitely generated R-module for
all e ∈ N)
Remark 2.43 If R is F -finite ring, then it follows that:
(a) R/I is F -finite ring for any ideal I of R.
(b) R[x] is F -finite ring.
(c) R[[x]] is F -finite ring.
Proof. Let ∆ be a set of R satisfying that {F 1∗ (δ)|δ ∈ ∆} is a generating set of
F 1∗ (R) as R-module.
(a) Notice that {F 1∗ (δ + I)|δ ∈ ∆} is a generating set of F 1∗ (R/I) as R/I-module.
(b) Let f =
∑n
j=0 rjx
j ∈ R[x] and hence F 1∗ (f) =
∑n
j=0 F
1
∗ (rj)F
1
∗ (x
j). For each
0 ≤ j ≤ n, j = ujp + tj for some uj, tj ∈ Z with 0 ≤ tj < p and we can write
F 1∗ (rj) =
∑
δ∈∆ r(j,δ)F
1
∗ (δ) where r(j,δ) ∈ R for all δ ∈ ∆. Therefore,
F 1∗ (f) =
n∑
j=0
F 1∗ (rj)F
1
∗ (x
j) =
n∑
j=0
∑
δ∈∆
r(j,δ)x
ujF 1∗ (δx
tj ).
This shows that {F 1∗ (δxt)|δ ∈ ∆, 0 ≤ t ≤ p − 1} is a generating set of F 1∗ (R[x]) as
R[x]-module.
(c) Let I be the ideal generated by x in R[x] and let A = R[x]. Since F 1∗ (A) is finitely
generated A-module, it follows from Theorem 2.28 that F 1∗ (A)⊗A ÂI is isomorphic
to F̂ 1∗ (A)I as ÂI-module and consequently F̂
1
∗ (A)I is finitely generated ÂI-module.
Now apply Proposition 2.33. 
Remark 2.44 Let M be a finitely generated R-module. If R is F-finite, then F e∗ (M)
is a finitely generated R-module for all e ∈ N.
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Proof. Let B be a generating set of M as R-module. If A is a generating set of
R as an Rp
e
-module, notice that {F e∗ (ab)|a ∈ A and b ∈ B} is a generating set of
F e∗ (M) as a finitely generated R-module. 
If R is any ring (not necessarily of prime characteristic p), a non-zero R-module
M is said to be decomposable provided that there exist non-zero R-modulesM1,M2
such that M = M1 ⊕M2; otherwise M is indecomposable.
Discussion 2.45 (a) Recall that ifM is a non-zero Noetherian module, thenM is
a direct sum (not necessarily unique) of finitely many indecomposable modules
[4, Proposition 2.1, Example 2.3]. However, ifM is a finitely generated module
over a complete Noetherian local ring R (where R is not necessarily of prime
characteristic p), by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem [14, Corollary 1.10]
or [4, Theorem 2.13.], M can be written uniquely up to isomorphism as a
direct sum of finitely many indecomposable R-modules. In other words, if M
is a finitely generated module over a complete Noetherian local ring R, and If
M ∼= M1⊕ ...⊕Ms ≈ N1⊕ ...⊕Nt, where the Mi and Nj are finitely generated
indecomposable R-modules, then s = t and, after renumbering, Mi ∼= Ni for
each i.
(b) As a result, if (R,m) is a Noetherian local ring not necessarily of prime charac-
teristic p and M is a finitely generated R-module, then M can be decomposed
as M ∼= Ra ⊕ N where a is a nonnegative integer and N is an R-module
that has no free direct summand. The number a is unique and independent
of the decomposition as when we take the m-adic completion, by the Krull-
Remak-Schmidt theorem we stated above and Proposition 2.29 a is uniquely
determined.
The following notion was introduced in [30, Section 0].
Definition 2.46 Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. If M is a finitely generated
R-module, the maximal rank of free direct summand of M is denoted by ♯(M,R).
If (R,m) is an F-finite Noetherian local ring and M is a finitely generated R-
module, it follows from Remark 2.44 that F e∗ (M) is a finitely generated R-module
for all e ∈ N and consequently F e∗ (M) is Noetherian R-module for all e ∈ N. From
the above discussion, there exists a unique non-negative integer ae and an R-module
Me that has no free direct summand such that F
e
∗ (M)
∼= Rae ⊕Me.
This proves the following Remark.
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Remark 2.47 Let (R,m) be an F-finite Noetherian local ring. If M is a finitely
generated R-module, for every e ∈ N there exists a unique nonnegative integer ae
such that F e∗ (M)
∼= Rae ⊕Me where Me has no non-zero free direct summand with
the convention that R0 = {0}. The number ae is the maximal rank of free direct
summand of the R-module F e∗ (M) and we write ♯(F
e
∗ (M), R) = ae.
By [11, Section 1] we can define F -pure ring as follows.
Definition 2.48 If (R,m) is an F-finite Noetherian local ring, then R is F -pure if
♯(F 1∗ (R), R) > 0 (equivalently, ♯(F
e
∗ (R), R) > 0 for all e ∈ N).
Recall that if I and J are two ideals of a ring R, then (I : J) is the following ideal
(I : J) = {r ∈ R|rJ ⊆ I}.
R.Fedder in his paper [11] established the following criterion for the F -purity of a
quotient of regular local ring of characteristic p.
Proposition 2.49 [11, Proposition 1.7] Let (S,m) be a regular local ring (see Def-
inition 2.64) of prime characteristic p and let R = S/I where I is an ideal of S.
Then R is F -pure if and only if (I [p] : I) * m[p].
2.1.8 Maximal Cohen Maculay Modules
Throughout this section, R is a Noetherian ring, and M is a finitely generated R-
module. Recall that an element r ∈ R is called a zerodivisor on M if there exists
a nonzero element m ∈ M such that rm = 0. An element r ∈ R is said to be
nonzerodivisor on M if r is not a zerodivisor on M , i.e. for every m ∈ M \ {0} it
follows that rm 6= 0 .
Definition 2.50 [23, Section 19.1] An element r of R is said to be M-regular if
rM 6= M and r is a nonzerodivisor on M . The sequence r1, ..., rn is an M-regular
sequence or simply anM-sequence ifM 6= (r1, ..., rn)M , r1 is a nonzerodivisor onM ,
and ri a nonzerodivisor on M/(r1, ..., ri−1)M for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n. An M-sequence
r1, ..., rn in an ideal I ⊆ R, is called a maximal M-sequence in I if r1, ..., rn, r is not
a sequence on M for any r ∈ I.
we can observe the following remark.
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Remark 2.51 If r1, ..., rn is a sequence on M , then r
k1
1 , ..., r
kn
n is a sequence on M
for every positive integers k1, ..., kn. In particular case, if R has a prime character-
istic p and r1, ..., rn is a sequence on M , then r1, ..., rn is a sequence on F
e
∗ (M) for
every e ∈ N.
It is well known [23, Corollary 19.1.4] that any two maximal M-regular sequences
in an ideal I ⊆ R have the same length. This enables us to provide this definition.
Definition 2.52 [23, Section 19.1] Let I be an ideal of R with IM 6= M . The
I-depth of M , denoted depthI M , is the length of any maximal M-regular sequence
in I. If (R,m) is a Noetherian local ring and M is a nonzero finitely generated
R-module (so that mM 6= M by Nakayama Lemma [23]) then the m-depth of M is
called simply the depth of M , and in this case it is also denoted depthM .
Definition 2.53 [5, Definition 2.1.1] Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and let
M be a finitely generated R-module. M is a Cohen Macaulay module if M = 0
or depthM = dimM . If depthM = dimR, then M is called a Maximal Cohen
Macaulay module (henceforth abbreviated MCM). If R is an arbitrary Noetherian
ring and M is a finitely generated R-module, then M is Cohen Macaulay (respec-
tively MCM) if Mm is a Cohen Macaulay Rm-module (respectively a MCM Rm-
module) for all maximal ideals m of R.
Lemma 2.54 Let M be an R-module where R is a ring (not necessarily Noethe-
rian). Suppose that I is an ideal of R such that IM = 0. Let P be a prime ideal of
R containing I. If P¯ = P/I, then MP is isomorphic to MP¯ as (R/I)P¯ -modules.
Proof. First notice that M is an R/I-module via the scalar multiplication (r +
I)m = rm for all r + I ∈ R/I and m ∈ M and consequently IPMP = 0 makes MP
an RP/IP -module with the scalar multiplication (
r
s
+ IP )
m
t
= rm
st
for all r
s
∈ RP and
m
t
∈ MP . As a result, it follows from Proposition 2.19(c) that MP is an (R/I)P¯ -
modules via the scalar multiplication r+I
s+I
m
t
= rm
st
for all r+I
s+I
∈ (R/I)P¯ and mt ∈MP .
Furthermore, MP¯ is an (R/I)P¯ -module via the scalar multiplication
r+I
s+I
m
t+I
= rm
st+I
for all r+I
s+I
∈ (R/I)P¯ and mt+I ∈ MP¯ . For every mt ∈ MP , define φ(mt ) = mt+I . One
can check that φ defines an isomorphism φ : MP → MP¯ of (R/I)P¯ -modules. 
Proposition 2.55 Let I be an ideal of R such that IM = 0. If M is a Cohen
Macaulay (respectively MCM) R-module, then M is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively
MCM) R/I-module.
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Proof. First recall that M is an R/I-module via the scalar multiplication given
by (r + I)m = rm for all r ∈ R and m ∈ M . As a result, if r1, ..., rn ∈ R , then
r1, ..., rn is M-sequence on R if and only if r1 + I, ..., rn + I is M-sequence on R/I.
Therefore, if R is local, then M is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) R/I-
module whenever M is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) R-module. Now
suppose that R is non local and M is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) R-
module. This means that MP is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) RP -module
for every maximal ideal P of R. As a result, if P is a maximal ideal of R containing
I and P¯ = P/I, then MP is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) RP/RP -module
and consequently MP is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) (R/I)P¯ -module.
Since MP is isomorphic to MP¯ as (R/I)P¯ -modules (Lemma 2.54), it follows that
MP¯ is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) (R/I)P¯ -module. This shows that M
is a Cohen Macaulay (respectively MCM) R/I-module. 
Proposition 2.56 [5, Theorem 2.1.3] Let R be a Noetherian ring and M a finitely
generated R-module. Suppose that r1, ..., rt is an M-sequence and let I = (r1, ..., rt).
IfM is a Cohen Macaulay R-module, thenM/IM is a Cohen Macaulay R/I-module.
The following Proposition describes the behaviour of the depth along exact se-
quences.
Proposition 2.57 [5, Proposition 1.2.9] Let 0 → U → M → N → 0 be an exact
sequence of finite R-modules. If I ⊆ R is an ideal, then:
(a) depthI(M) ≥ min{depthI(U), depthI(N)} .
(b) depthI(U) ≥ min{depthI(M), depthI(N) + 1}.
(c) depthI(N) ≥ min{depthI(U)− 1, depthI(M)}.
This proposition leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 2.58 Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. If U and N are finitely
generated R-modules, then the R-module U ⊕N is MCM if and only if U and N are
both MCM R-modules.
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Proof. Let M be the R-module U ⊕ N . Then we have the following short exact
sequence
0→ U →M → N → 0.
If U and N are both MCM R-modules, it follows that depthN = depthU = dimR.
Since depthM ≤ dimM [23, Theorem 19.2.1], it follows from Proposition 2.57 (a)
that
dimR = min{depthU, depthN} ≤ depthM ≤ dimM ≤ dimR.
Therefore, depthM = dimR and consequently M is MCM R-module.
Now assume thatM = U⊕N is MCM R-module. First we will show that depthU =
depthN . Assume that depthU < depthN . Since
0→ U → M → N → 0
is a short exact sequence, it follows from Proposition 2.57 (b) that
min{depthM, depthN + 1} ≤ depthU.
If depthN+1 = min{depthM, depthN+1}, then depthN+1 ≤ depthU < depthN
which is absurd. This makes
dimR = depthM = min{depthM, depthN + 1} ≤ depthU < depthN
which is absurd too (as depthN ≤ dimN ≤ dimR). Therefore, the assumption that
depthU < depthN is impossible and we conclude that depthN ≤ depthU . Using
the fact that 0→ N → M → U → 0 is a short exact sequence and similar argument
as above we conclude that depthU ≤ depthN and consequently depthU = depthN .
Now the fact that 0→ U → M → N → 0 is a short exact sequence and Proposition
2.57(b) imply that
min{depthM, depthN + 1} ≤ depthU
and consequently
dimR = depthM = min{depthM, depthN + 1} ≤ depthU = depthN ≤ dimR.
This shows that dimR = depthM = depthU = depthN as desired. 
An easy induction yields the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.59 Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. If M1, ...,Mn are finitely
generated R-modules, then the R-module
⊕n
i=1Mi is MCM if and only if Mi is
MCM for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 2.60 [29, Background] The ring (R,m) is said to have finite Cohen-
Macaulay type (or finite CM type) if there are, up to isomorphism, only finitely
many indecomposable MCM R-modules.
In 1957, M.Auslander and D.Buchsbaum introduced a formula that relates the
projective dimension of an R-module M with depthM and depthR as follows
Proposition 2.61 [23, Section 19.2] Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and M
a nonzero finitely generated R-module. If pdRM <∞, then
pdM + depthM = depthR.
2.1.9 Multiplicity and simple singularities
R is a ring and M is an R-module throughout this subsection (which provides the
required material for the main result in section 5.4).
Definition 2.62 [16, Section 2] A chain M = M0 ⊃ M1 ⊃ ... ⊃ Mn = 0
of submodules of M is called a composition series if each Mj/Mj+1 is simple,i.e
Mj/Mj+1 ∼= R/mj for some maximal ideal mj in R. In this case, n is called the
length of the composition series.
Any two composition series of an R-module M , by Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem [23,
Theorem 6.1.4], have the same length. This yields the following definition.
Definition 2.63 [16, Section 2] An R-module M is called of finite length if it has
a composition series. The length of this composition series, denoted ℓR(M), is called
the length of M .
Definition 2.64 [23, Section 20.1] Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. If
dim(R) = n, we say that R is a regular local ring or (RLR) if m can be gener-
ated by n elements.
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Definition 2.65 [14, Definition A.19 ]
Let (R,m, k) be a local ring of dimension d, let I be an m-primary ideal of R, and
let M be a finitely generated R-module. The multiplicity of I on M is defined by
eR(I,M) = lim
n→∞
d!
nd
ℓR(M/I
nM)
where ℓR(−) denotes length as an R-module. In particular we set eR(M) = eR(m,M)
and call it the multiplicity of M . Finally, we denote e(R) = eR(R) and call it the
multiplicity of the ring R.
Proposition 2.66 [14, Corollary A.24]
Let (S, n) be a regular local ring and f ∈ S a non-zero nonunit. Then the multiplicity
of the hypersurface ring R = S/(f) is the largest integer t such that f ∈ nt.
Definition 2.67 [14, Definition 9.1] Let (S, n) be a regular local ring, and let R =
S/(g), where 0 6= g ∈ n2. We call R a simple singularity provided there are only
finitely many ideals L of S such that g ∈ L2.
Proposition 2.68 [14, Lemma 9.3]
Let (S, n, k) be a regular local ring, 0 6= f ∈ n2, and R = S/(f) with d = dim(R) > 1.
If R is a simple singularity and k is an infinite field, then e(R) ≤ 3.
Proposition 2.69 [14, Theorem 9.2]
Let (S, n) be a regular local ring, 0 6= f ∈ n2, and R = S/(f). If R has finite CM
type, then R is a simple singularity.
2.2 Technical Lemmas
Throughout this section, we adopt the following notation
Notation 2.70 Let P denote a ring with identity that is not necessarily commu-
tative. Let m and n be positive integers. If λ ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then
Lm×ni,j (λ) (and L
n
i,j(λ)) denotes the m × n (and n × n) matrix whose (i, j) entry is
λ and the rest are all zeros. When i 6= j, we write Eni,j(λ) := In + Lni,j(λ) where
In is the identity matrix in Mn(P). If there is no ambiguity, we write Ei,j(λ) (and
Li,j(λ)) instead of E
n
i,j(λ) (and L
n
i,j(λ)).
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It is easy to observe the following remark
Remark 2.71 Let m,n and k be positive integers such that 1 ≤ k,m ≤ n with
k 6= m. If λ ∈ P and A ∈Mn(P), then :
(a) Ek,m(λ)A is the matrix obtained from A by adding λ times row m to row k.
(b) AEk,m(λ) is the matrix obtained from A by adding λ times column k to column
m.
Lemma 2.72 Let m be an integer with m ≥ 2 and n = 2m. If A is a matrix in
Mn(P) that is given by
A =

b x
0 b
1 0 b
1 0 b
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 b
1 0 b

then there exist two invertible matrices M,N ∈Mn(P) such that:
(a) M has the form
M =

1 0 a1,3 . . . a1,n
1 0 a2,4
1 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . an−2,n
1 0
1

.
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(b) N has the form
N =

1 0 b1,3 . . . b1,n
1 0 b2,4
1 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . bn−2,n
1 0
1

.
(c)
MAN =

0 (−1)m−1bm x
0 0 (−1)m−1bm
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

.
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on m ≥ 2. Let
A =

b 0 0 x
0 b 0 0
1 0 b 0
0 1 0 b

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It follows from remark 2.71 that
E2,4(−b)E1,3(−b)AE1,3(−b)E2,4(−b) =

0 0 −b2 x
0 0 0 −b2
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

.
Taking M = E2,4(−b)E1,3(−b) and N = E1,3(−b)E2,4(−b) yields that
M = N =

1 0 −b 0
0 1 0 −b
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

.
Now let n = 2(m+ 1) and let A be the n× n matrix that is given by
A =

b x
0 b
1 0 b
1 0 b
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 b
1 0 b

.
Let Aˆ be the 2m× 2m matrix, obtained from A by deleting the last two rows and
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the last tow columns of A, that is given by
Aˆ =

b
0 b
1 0 b
1 0 b
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 b
1 0 b

.
We can write
A =

0 x
Aˆ 0 0
...
...
0 . . . 1 0 b 0
0 . . . 0 1 0 b

.
By the induction hypothesis (where x = 0), there exist two matrices Mˆ, Nˆ ∈
M2m(P) such that
MˆAˆNˆ =

0 (−1)m−1bm 0
0 0 (−1)m−1bm
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

.
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let B and C be n× n matrices, where n = 2(m+ 1),that are given by
B =
 Mˆ
I2
 and C =
 Nˆ
I2
 where I2 is the identity matrix in M2(P).
As a result, it follows that
BAC =

0 (−1)m−1bm 0 0 x
0 0 (−1)m−1bm 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 b
1 0 b

.
Now multiply the (n− 1)-th row by (−1)mbm and add it to the first row and then
multiply the (n − 3)-th column by −b and add it to the (n − 1)-th column. After
that, multiply the n-th row by (−1)mbm and add it to the second row and then
multiply the (n−2)-th column by −b and add it to the n-th column. It follows that
MAN =

0 (−1)mbm+1 x
0 0 (−1)mbm+1
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

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where M = E2,n((−1)mbm)E1,n−1((−1)mbm)B and N = CEn−3,n−1(−b)En−2,n(−b).
It is clear from the construction of the matrices B and C and from remark 2.71 that
M and N have the right form. 
Corollary 2.73 Let n = 2m+ 1 where m is an integer with m ≥ 2 and let A be a
matrix in Mn(P) given by
A =

b x 0
0 b y
1 0 b
1 0 b
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 b
1 0 b

.
Then there exist invertible matrices M and N in Mn(P) such that
MAN =

0 x (−1)mbn+12
0 0 (−1)m−1bn−12 y
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

.
Proof. Let Aˆ be the 2m× 2m matrix obtained from A be deleting the last row and
the last column of A
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Aˆ =

b x
0 b
1 0 b
1 0 b
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 b
1 0 b

.
It follows that
A =

0
y
Aˆ 0
...
0
0 . . . 0 1 0 b

.
By Lemma 2.72 there exist 2m× 2m matrices Mˆ and Nˆ such that
MˆAˆNˆ =

0 (−1)m−1bm x
0 0 (−1)m−1bm
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

.
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Let B and C be the matrices in Mn(P) given by
B =

0
Mˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 1

and C =

0
Nˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 1

.
As a result, it follows that
BAC =

0 (−1)m−1bm x 0
0 0 (−1)m−1bm y
1 0 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
1 0 0 0
0 . . . 0 1 0 b

.
Now multiply the last row of BAC by (−1)mbm and add it to the first row
after that multiply the (n − 2)-th column of BAC by −b and add it to the last
column. This produces the required result. Indeed, if M = E1,n((−1)mbm)B and
N = CEn−2,n(−b), we get that M and N are invertible matrices satisfying that
MAN =

0 x (−1)mbm+1
0 0 (−1)m−1bm y
1 0 0
1 0 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
1 0 0

.

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Lemma 2.74 Let n be an integer with n ≥ 2. If A ∈Mn(P) is given by
A =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

,
there exist invertible upper triangular matrices B,C ∈ Mn(P) such that the (i, i)
entries of B and C are the identity element of P for all i = 1, ..., n and
BAC =

0 (−1)n+1bn
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

.
Proof.
We will prove this lemma by induction on n ≥ 2. If A =
b 0
1 b
, then
E1,2(−b)AE1,2(−b) =
0 (−1)3b2
1 0
 as required. Let A be a matrix in Mn+1(P)
that is given by
A =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

.
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Let Aˆ be the n× n matrix over P obtained from A by deleting the last row and
last column of A
Aˆ =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

.
It follows that A can be written as
A =

0
Aˆ
...
0
0 . . . 1 b

.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist invertible upper triangular matrices
Bˆ, Cˆ ∈Mn(P) such that the (i, i) entry of P and C is the identity element of A for
all i = 1, ..., n and
BˆAˆCˆ =

0 (−1)n+1bn
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

.
Let
M =

0
Bˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 0 1

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and
N =

0
Cˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 0 1

.
As a result, it follows that
MAN =

0 (−1)n+1bn 0
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
0 0 1 b

.
Now if B = E1,n+1((−1)n+2bn)M and C = NEn,n+1(−b), then B and C are
invertible upper triangular matrices in Mn+1(P) such that the (i, i) entry of B and
C is the identity element of P for all i = 1, ..., n+ 1 and
BAC =

0 (−1)n+2bn+1
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

.

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Lemma 2.75 Let n be an element in N with n ≥ 2. If B ∈Mn(P) is given by
B =

b y
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

,
then the matrix B is equivalent to the matrix
1
1
1
. . .
y + (−1)n+1bn

.
Proof. Let B be a matrix in Mn(P) with n ≥ 2 . The result is obvious when n = 2.
Now assume that n > 2 and let Bˆ be the (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix over P obtained
from B by deleting the last row and last column of B
Bˆ =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

.
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Then B has the following form
B =

y
Bˆ
0
0 . . . 0 1 b

.
Now use 2.74 and appropriate row and column operations to get the result. 
Corollary 2.76 Let n be a positive integer such that n ≥ 3 , 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 and let
m = n− k. Suppose that u and v are two variables on P and let A(k)1 ∈ Mk(P) and
A
(k)
2 ∈Mm(P) be given by
A
(k)
1 =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

and A
(k)
2 =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

.
If Bk =
 A(k)1 Lk×m1,m (v)
Lm×k1,k (u) A
(k)
2
 =

b v
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b
u b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

, then Bk
is equivalent to the matrix Ck = In−2⊕
 (−1)k+1bk v
u (−1)m+1bm
 ∈Mn(P) where
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In−2 is the identity matrix in Mn−2(P).
Moreover, if D ∈ Mn(P) is given by D =

b uv
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

, then D is
equivalent to the matrix D˜ = In−2⊕
 (−1)nbn−1 uv
1 b
 ∈ Mn(P) where In−2 is the
identity matrix in Mn−2(P).
Proof. By Lemma 2.74, there exist upper triangular matrices B1, C1 ∈Mk(P) and
B2, C2 ∈Mn−k(P) with 1 along their diagonal such that
B1A
(k)
1 C1 =

0 (−1)k+1bk
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

, B2A
(k)
2 C2 =

0 (−1)m+1bm
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

where m = n− k. Define B,C ∈Mn(P) to be B =
B1 0
0 B2
 and C =
C1 0
0 C2
.
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Therefore,
BBkC =
 B1A(k)1 C1 Lk×m1,m (v)
Lm×k1,k (u) B2A
(k)
2 C2

=

0 (−1)k+1bk v
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0
u 0 (−1)m+1bm
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

.
Switching columns and rows of RBkC yields the desired equivalent matrix.
Now by induction on n ≥ 3 we prove the result related to D.
If D =

b 0 uv
1 b 0
0 1 b
, we get E1,2(−b)DE1,2(−b) =

0 −b2 uv
1 0 0
0 1 b
 . Switch the
rows to get the desired result. Now assume that D is (n+1)× (n+1) matrix. Then
D can be written as
D =

uv
Dˆ
...
0
0 . . . 1 b

where Dˆ is the n× n matrix over P that is given by
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Dˆ =

b
1 b
1 b
. . .
. . .
1 b

.
By Lemma 2.74, there exist upper triangular matrices Bˆ, Cˆ ∈ Mn(P) such that
the (i, i) entries of Bˆ and Cˆ are the identity element of P for all i = 1, ..., n and
BˆDˆCˆ =

0 (−1)n+1bn
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0

.
Let
M =

0
Bˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 0 1

and
N =

0
Cˆ
...
0
0 . . . 0 0 1

.
As a result, it follows that
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MDN =

0 (−1)n+1bn uv
1 0
1 0
. . .
. . .
1 0 0
0 0 1 b

.
Switching the columns of MDN yields the desired equivalent matrix. 
Chapter 3
Matrix Factorization
In this chapter, we discus the concept of a matrix factorization and their basic
properties needed later in the rest of this thesis.
Matrix factorizations were introduced by David Eisenbud in [8] who proved that
the MCM modules over hypersurfaces have a periodic resolutions.
3.1 Definitions and Properties
Definition 3.1 [10, Definition 1.2.1] Let f be a nonzero element of a ring S. A ma-
trix factorization of f is a pair (φ, ψ) of homomorphisms between finitely generated
free S-modules φ : G→ F and ψ : F → G, such that ψφ = fIG and φψ = fIF .
Remark 3.2 Let f be a nonzero element of a commutative ring S. If (φ : G →
F, ψ : F → G) is a matrix factorization of f , then:
(a) f coker(φ) = f coker(ψ) = 0.
(b) If f is a non-zerodivisor, then φ and ψ are injective.
(c) If S is a domain, then G and F are finitely generated free modules having the
same rank.
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Proof. (a) Since ψφ = fIG and φψ = fIF , it follows that fG ⊆ Im(ψ) and
fF ⊆ Im(φ) which proves the result.
(b) Let x ∈ G such that φ(x) = 0. Thus ψ(φ(x)) = 0 and hence fx = 0. Since f is a
non-zerodivisor, it follows that x = 0 and hence φ is injective. By similar argument,
we prove that ψ is injective.
(c) If M = coker(φ), then the following short sequence is exact.
0 −→ G φ−→ F →M −→ 0 (3.1)
Recall that the rank of the finitely generated moduleM over the domain S, denoted
rankSM , is the dimension of the vector space K ⊗S M over K [9, Section 11.6]
where K is the quotient field of the integral domain S. We know from Proposition
2.19 (d) that K ⊗S M is isomorphic to W−1M as S-module where W = S \ {0}.
Since fM = 0, it follows that K ⊗S M = 0. Therefore, tensoring the short exact
sequence (3.1) with K over S yields that K⊗S G ≃ K⊗S F and thus G and F have
the same rank as free S-modules. 
As a result, we can define the matrix factorization of a nonzero element f in a
domain as the following.
Definition 3.3 Let S be a domain and let f ∈ S be a nonzero element. A matrix
factorization (of size n) is a pair (φ, ψ) of n× n matrices with coefficients in S such
that ψφ = φψ = fIn where In is the identity matrix in Mn(S). By cokerS(φ, ψ)
and cokerS(ψ, φ), we mean cokerS(φ) and cokerS(ψ) respectively. There are two
distinguished trivial matrix factorizations of any element f , namely (f, 1) and (1, f).
Note that cokerS(1, f) = 0, while cokerS(f, 1) = S/fS. Two matrix factorizations
(φ, ψ) and (α, β) of f are said to be equivalent (and we write (φ, ψ) ∼ (α, β)) if
φ, ψ, α, β ∈ Mn(S) for some positive integer n and there exist invertible matrices
V,W ∈ Mn(S) such that V φ = αW and Wψ = βV . If (S,m) is a local domain, a
matrix factorization (φ, ψ) of an element f ∈ m \ {0} is reduced if all entries of φ
and ψ are in m.
We can notice the following remark:
Remark 3.4 Let (S,m) be a local domain, f ∈ m \ {0}, R = S/fS and let u,
v and z be variables on S. Suppose that (φ, ψ) and (α, β) are two n × n matrix
factorizations of f . Then
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(a) cokerS(φ) and cokerS(ψ) are both modules over the ring R as f cokerS(φ) = 0
and f cokerS(ψ) = 0.
(b) The S-linear maps φ : Sn → Sn and ψ : Sn → Sn are both injective.
(c) If (φ, ψ) ∼ (α, β), then cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β) over S (and
consequently over R), likewise, cokerS(ψ, φ) is isomorphic to cokerS(β, α) over
S (and consequently over R).
(d) If (φ, ψ) and (α, β) are reduced matrix factorizations of f such that cokerS(φ, ψ)
is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β), then (φ, ψ) ∼ (α, β).
(e) We define (φ, ψ)⊕(α, β) := (φ⊕α, ψ⊕β) and hence (φ, ψ)⊕(α, β) is a matrix
factorization of f .
(f) We define (φ, ψ)z := (
 φ −vI
uI ψ
 ,
 ψ vI
−uI φ
) and hence (φ, ψ)z is a matrix
factorization for f + uv in S[[u, v]] (and in S[u, v]). Furthermore, if (φ, ψ) ∼
(α, β), then (φ, ψ)z ∼ (α, β)z.
(g) [(φ, ψ)⊕ (α, β)]z is equivalent to (φ, ψ)z ⊕ (α, β)z.
(h) We define [cokerS(φ, ψ)]
z = cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z and hence if (φj , ψj) is a matrix
factorization of f for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then
[
n⊕
j=1
cokerS(φj , ψj)]
z =
n⊕
j=1
cokerS[[u,v]](φj, ψj)
z.
(i) If R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), then cokerS[[u,v]](f, 1)
z = R⋆ = cokerS[[u,v]](1, f)
z
and hence we can write (R)z = R⋆ as R = cokerS(f, 1).
(j) We define (φ, ψ)♯ := (
 φ −zI
zI ψ
 ,
 ψ zI
−zI φ
), and hence (φ, ψ)♯ is a matrix
factorization of f + z2 in S[[z]] (and in S[z]).
(k) If (φ, ψ) ∼ (α, β), then (φ, ψ)♯ ∼ (α, β)♯.
(l) [(φ, ψ)⊕ (α, β)]♯ is equivalent to (φ, ψ)♯ ⊕ (α, β)♯.
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(m) If R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2), then
R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2) = cokerS[[z]](f, 1)
♯ = cokerS[[z]](1, f)
♯.
Proof. We will just prove the result (d) and (f) as the rest follows from the defini-
tions.
(d) Assume that (φ, ψ) and (α, β) are reduced matrix factorizations of f such that
cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β). This means that cokerS(φ) is isomorphic
to cokerS(α) and consequently from Proposition 2.13 it follows that V φ = αW
for invertible matrices V and W . Therefore, we have V φψ = αWψ and thus
V (fI) = αWψ. As a result, we get βV (fI) = βαWψ = fIWψ and consequently
fβV = fWψ. Since f is an element of the integral domain S, we conclude that
βV = Wψ. This proves that (φ, ψ) is equivalent to (α, β).
(f) Assume that V φ = αW and Wψ = βV for invertible matrices V and W . It
follows that  V
W

 φ −vI
uI ψ
 =
 α −vI
uI β

 W
V

and  W
V

 ψ vI
−uI φ
 =
 β vI
−uI α

 V
W
 .
This proves that the matrix factorization (
 φ −vI
uI ψ
 ,
 ψ vI
−uI φ
) is equiva-
lent to the matrix factorization
(
 α −vI
uI β
 ,
 β vI
−uI α
)
and therefore (φ, ψ)z ∼ (α, β)z. 
Notation 3.5 If (φ, ψ) is a matrix factorization, we write
(φ, ψ)n = (φ, ψ)⊕ ...⊕ (φ, ψ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
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Definition 3.6 Let f be a nonzero element of a domain. A matrix factorization
(φ, ψ) of f is called trivial if it is equivalent to one of the following forms:
(f, 1)n, (1, f)n, or (f, 1)r ⊕ (1, f)t
where n is the size of (φ, ψ) and 0 < r, s < n with r + s = n.
3.2 Matrix factorization andMaximal CohenMac-
ulay modules
The importance of the concept of the matrix factorization in the subject of MCM
modules appears clearly in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7 [14, Proposition 8.3]
Let (S,m) be a regular local ring and let f be a non-zero element of m and
R = S/fS .
(a) For every MCM R-module M , there is a matrix factorization (φ, ψ) of f with
coker φ ∼= M .
(b) If (φ, ψ) is a matrix factorization of f , then cokerφ and cokerψ are MCM
R-modules.
Proof. Let dimR = d.
(a) By [3, Corollary 11.18] it follows that dimS = d + 1. Notice that M can be
viewed as S-module such that everyM-regular sequence on R isM-regular sequence
on S and every M-regular sequence on S is also M-regular sequence on R. As a
result, depthS M = depthRM . SinceM is finitely generated module over the regular
local ring S, it follows from Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre Theorem [5, Theorem2.2.7]
that pdS M <∞. Auslander-Buchsbaum formula 2.61 implies that
pdS M = depthS − depthS M = dimS − depthRM = dimS − dimR = 1.
Therefore, there exist projective S-modules F and G, and consequently they are
free S-modules [23, Proposition 18.4.1], such that the following sequence is exact
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0 −→ G φ−→ F λ−→ M −→ 0.
For each x ∈ F , we notice that λ(fx) = 0 and consequently fF ⊆ Ker λ = Imφ.
As φ is injective, for each x ∈ F there exists a unique element y ∈ G such that
φ(y) = fx. This enables us to define a map ψ : F → G via ψ(x) = y if and only if
φ(y) = fx. It is easy to check that ψ is an injective homomorphism over S satisfying
that ψφ = fIG and ψφ = fIF where IF and IG denote the identity maps on F and
G respectively. Therefore, M = coker(φ, ψ).
(b) If (φ, ψ) is a matrix factorization of f , then there exist two free S-modules F
and G having the same rank and making the following short sequences exact over S
0 −→ G φ−→ F → coker φ −→ 0
and
0 −→ G ψ−→ F → cokerψ −→ 0.
This means that pdS(coker φ) = 1 = pdS(cokerψ). Since depthS S = dimS, it
follows from Auslander-Buchsbaum formula 2.61 that
depthR coker φ = depthS coker φ = depthS S − pdS(coker φ) = dimS − 1 = dimR
and
depthR cokerψ = depthS cokerψ = depthS S − pdS(cokerψ) = dimS − 1 = dimR.
This proves that coker φ and cokerψ are MCM R-modules. 
Definition 3.8 Let R be a ring, a non-zero R-moduleM is called a stable R-module
if M does not have a direct summand isomorphic to R.
D. Eisenbud has established a relationship between reduced matrix factorizations
and stable MCM modules as follows.
Proposition 3.9 [32, Corollary 7.6] [14, Theorem 8.7] Let (S,m) be a regular local
ring and let f be a non-zero element of m and R = S/fS. Then the association
(φ, ψ) 7→ coker(φ, ψ) yields a bijective correspondence between the set of equivalence
classes of reduced matrix factorizations of f and the set of isomorphism classes of
stable MCM modules over R.
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Remark 3.10 Let (S,m) be a regular local ring. If f is a non-zero element of m,
let R = S/fS and R⋆ := S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). If M is a stable MCM R-module,
then M = cokerS(φ, ψ) where (φ, ψ) is a reduced matrix factorization of f . This
enables us to define Mz = cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z. Indeed, if M = cokerS(α, β) for some
matrix factorization (α, β) of f , then by Proposition 3.9 (α, β) is reduced matrix
factorization of f and (α, β) ∼ (φ, ψ). According to Remark 3.4 (f), (α, β)z ∼
(φ, ψ)z. This shows that cokerS[[u,v]](α, β)
z ∼= cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)z. Therefore, the
association M → Mz is well defined on the class of stable MCM R-modules.
If R and R⋆ are as in Remark 3.4 , the indecomposable non-free MCM modules
over R and R⋆ can be related in the following situation.
Proposition 3.11 [14, Theorem 8.30] Let (S,m, K) be a complete regular local ring
such that K is algebraically closed of characteristic not 2 and f ∈ m2 r {0}. If
R = S/fS and R⋆ := S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), then the association M → Mz defines a
bijection between the isomorphisms classes of indecomposable non-free MCM modules
over R and R⋆.
Any matrix factorization has a decomposition as follows.
Proposition 3.12 (cf.[32, Result 7.5.2]) Let (S,m) be a local domain and f ∈
mr {0}. If (φ, ψ) is a nontrivial matrix factorization of f of size n, then (φ, ψ) can
be written as
(φ, ψ) = (α, β)⊕ (f, 1)t ⊕ (1, f)r
where (α, β) is a reduced matrix factorization of f and 0 ≤ t, r < n. Furthermore,
if (S,m) is a regular local ring, the above decomposition is unique up to equivalence.
Proof. By the induction on the size of the matrix factorization we will prove the
result. The case when the size is one is obvious. Suppose that (φ, ψ) is a matrix
factorization of f of size (n+ 1). If (φ, ψ) is reduced, we are done. Without lose of
generality, assume that one entry of φ is a unite. Using row and column operations,
there exist invertible matrices U, V in Mn(S) such that
UφV =
 1
φ˜

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where φ˜ is n× n matrix. Set ψˆ = V −1ψU−1 and notice that ψˆ
 1
φ˜
 = fI and
 1
φ˜
 ψˆ = fI. This makes ψˆ =
 f
ψ˜
 where (φ˜, ψ˜) is a matrix factorization
of f . Therefore, (φ, ψ) ∼ (φ˜, ψ˜) ⊕ (1, f). If (φ˜, ψ˜) is reduced, we get the desired
result. Otherwise, apply the induction hypothesis on (φ˜, ψ˜) to completes the proof.
Now assume that (S,m) is a regular local ring, R = S/fS, and let (φ, ψ) be a
nontrivial matrix factorization of f of size n. Suppose that (φ, ψ) can be written as
(αj , βj)⊕ (f, 1)tj ⊕ (1, f)rj where (αj, βj) is a reduced matrix factorization of f for
j = 1, 2. This makes (̂M1)m⊕ (R̂m)⊕t1 = (̂M2)m⊕ (R̂m)⊕t2 where Mj = cokerj(αj, βj)
for j = 1, 2. Since Mj has no free direct summands (Proposition 3.9), it follows
from Proposition 2.29(a) that (̂Mj)m has no free direct summands where j = 1, 2.
Therefore, by Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (see discussion 2.45) t1 = t2. Since
(ψ, φ) can be written as (βj, αj)⊕(1, f)rj⊕(f, 1)tj , it follows from a similar argument
that r1 = r2. Furthermore, Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (see discussion 2.45)
implies that (̂M1)m
∼= (̂M2)m and consequently
cokerS(α1, β1) = M1 ∼= M2 = cokerS(α2, β2) (see Proposition 2.29 (b)).
Since (α1, β1) and (α2, β2) are reduced with cokerS(α1, β1) ∼= cokerS(α2, β2), it fol-
lows from Remark 3.4 (d) that (α1, β1) and (α2, β2) are equivalent. This finishes the
proof. 
One can use Proposition 3.9 and Remark 3.4 to show the following corollary.
Corollary 3.13 Let (S,m) be a regular local ring , f ∈ m r {0}, R = S/fS,
R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f +uv) , and R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2) where u, v and z are variables over
S . If (φ, ψ) is a matrix factorization of f having the decomposition
(φ, ψ) = (α, β)⊕ (f, 1)t ⊕ (1, f)r
where (α, β) is reduced and t, r are non-negative integers, then :
(a) ♯(cokerS(φ, ψ), R) = t and ♯(cokerS(ψ, φ), R) = r.
(b) ♯(cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z, R⋆) = ♯(cokerS(φ, ψ), R) + ♯(cokerS(ψ, φ), R).
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(c) ♯(cokerS[[z]](φ, ψ)
♯, R♯) = ♯(cokerS(φ, ψ), R) + ♯(cokerS(ψ, φ), R).
Proof. (a) It is obvious that coker(f, 1) = R but coker(1, f) = {0} and hence
coker(φ, ψ) = coker(α, β)⊕Rt. Since (α, β) is reduced, it follows from Proposition 3.9
that coker(α, β) is stable. This implies by Discussion 2.45(b) that ♯(coker(φ, ψ), R) =
t. Now, since (ψ, φ) = (β, α)⊕ (f, 1)r ⊕ (1, f)t, it follows from what we have proved
that ♯(coker(ψ, φ), R) = r.
(b) Notice by Remark 3.4 (i) that coker(f, 1)z = R⋆ = coker(1, f)z. This makes
coker(φ, ψ)z = coker(α, β)z ⊕ (R⋆)t ⊕ (R⋆)r.
Since (α, β)z is a reduced matrix factorization of f +uv, it follows from Proposi-
tion 3.9 that coker(α, β)z is stable R⋆-module. This proves, by Discussion 2.45(b),
that
♯(coker(φ, ψ)z, R⋆) = t+ r = ♯(coker(φ, ψ), R) + ♯(coker(ψ, φ), R).
(c) Similar argument to the above argument. 
Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (see discussion 2.45) and Proposition 2.29 enable
us to establish the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.14 Let (S,m) be a regular local ring, f ∈ mr {0}, and R = S/fS.
If (φ, ψ) is a reduced matrix factorization of f , then
(φ, ψ) ∼ [(φ1, ψ1)⊕ (φ2, ψ2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φn, ψn)]
where (φi, ψi) is a reduced matrix factorization of f with cokerS(φi, ψi) is non-free
indecomposable MCM R-module for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, the above repre-
sentation of (φ, ψ) is unique up to equivalence when S is also complete.
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, M := cokerS(φ, ψ) is stable MCM R-module. We
may assume by Discussion 2.45(a) that M = M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mn where Mj is a non-
free indecomposable MCM R-module for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n (Corollary 2.59). Again
by Proposition 3.9, we have Mj = cokerS(φj , ψj) for some reduced matrix factor-
ization (φj, ψj) of f for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. As a result, cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic
to cokerS[(φ1, ψ1)⊕ (φ2, ψ2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (φn, ψn)] and hence by Remark 3.4(d), (φ, ψ) ∼
[(φ1, ψ1)⊕(φ2, ψ2)⊕· · ·⊕(φn, ψn)]. Now if (φ, ψ) ∼ [(α1, β1)⊕(α2, β2)⊕· · ·⊕(αm, βm)]
is another representation of (φ, ψ) and Nj = cokerS(αj , βj) where (αj, βj) is a ma-
trix factorization of f for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, then ⊕ni=1Mi is isomorphic to ⊕mj=1Nj
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as R-modules. By Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (Discussion 2.45(a)), n = m and,
after renumbering, Mi ∼= Ni for each i. Therefore, by Proposition 2.29 (b) and hence
by Remark 3.4(d) (φi, ψi) ∼ (αi, βi) for each i. 
Proposition 3.15 Let (S,m, K) be a complete regular local ring such that K is
algebraically closed of characteristic not 2, and f ∈ m2 r {0}. let R = S/fS
and R⋆ := S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). If (φ, ψ) and (α, β) are reduced matrix factoriza-
tions of f , then cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β) over R if and only if
cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z is isomorphic to cokerS[[u,v]](α, β)
z over R⋆.
Proof. If cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β), by Remark 3.4 (d), (φ, ψ) ∼
(α, β) and consequently (φ, ψ)z ∼ (α, β)z. This shows that cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)z is
isomorphic to cokerS[[u,v]](α, β)
z over R⋆.
Assume now that cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z is isomorphic to cokerS[[u,v]](α, β)
z over R⋆.
Using Proposition 3.14 we see that (φ, ψ) ∼ [(φ1, ψ1)⊕ (φ2, ψ2)⊕ · · ·⊕ (φn, ψn)] and
(α, β) ∼ [(α1, β1) ⊕ (α2, β2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (αt, βt)] where (φi, ψi) and (αj, βj) are reduced
matrix factorizations of f satisfying that cokerS(φi, ψi) and cokerS(αj , βj) are non-
free indecomposable MCM R-module for all i and j. Remark 3.4 (f),(g) and (c)
imply that
cokerS[[u,v]](φ, ψ)
z =
n⊕
j=1
cokerS[[u,v]](φj , ψj)
z
and
cokerS[[u,v]](α, β)
z =
t⊕
i=1
cokerS[[u,v]](αi, βi)
z.
Notice that Proposition 3.11 implies that cokerS[[u,v]](φj, ψj)
z and cokerS[[u,v]](αi, βi)
z
are indecomposable non-free MCM modules over R⋆ for all i and j. Now Krull-
Remak-Schmidit Theorem (Discussion 2.45(a)) gives that n = t and after renumber-
ing we get cokerS[[u,v]](φi, ψi)
z is isomorphic to cokerS[[u,v]](αi, βi)
z over R⋆ and con-
sequently Proposition 3.11 implies that cokerS(φi, ψi) is isomorphic to cokerS(αi, βi)
over R for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, by Remark 3.4(d) (φi, ψi) ∼ (αi, βi). As a
result, it follows that (φ, ψ) ∼ ⊕nj=1(φj, ψj) ∼ ⊕nj=1(αj , βj) ∼ (α, β) and hence
cokerS(φ, ψ) is isomorphic to cokerS(α, β) as desired. 
Chapter 4
Modules of finite F-representation
type
In this chapter, all rings are Noetherian of prime characteristic p unless otherwise
stated.
4.1 Definition and examples
The notion of finite F-representation type was introduced by K. Smith and M. Van
den Bergh in [24] for F -finite rings over which the Krull-Remak-Schmidit Theorem
is satisfied, i.e, they defined the notion of finite F-representation type for an F -finite
ring R with the property that every finitely generated R-module can be written
uniquely up to isomorphism as a direct sum of finitely many indecomposable R-
modules. However, Y.Yao in [30] generalized this notion to be defined for finitely
generated modules over Noetherian rings of prime characteristic p. After that, S.
Takagi and R. Takahashi in [25] and T.Shibuta in [21] studied this notion under
the general assumption made by Y.Yao that the ring is just Noetherian of prime
characteristic p. In this thesis, we also adapt the same definition of this notion under
the same general assumptions for the ring as they appear in [30, Definition1.1] and
[21, Definition 2.1].
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Definition 4.1 Let R be a ring. If M , M1, ... , Ms are finitely generated R-
modules, thenM is said to have finite F-representation type (henceforth abbreviated
FFRT) by the R-modules M1, ... , Ms if for every positive integer e, the R-module
F e∗ (M) is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of the R-modules M1, . . . ,Ms, that is,
there exist nonnegative integers t(e,1), . . . , t(e,s) such that
F e∗ (M) =
s⊕
j=1
M
⊕t(e,j)
j .
In particular, R is said to have finite F-representation type if there exist finitely
generated R-modules M1, . . . ,Ms by which R has finite F-representation type.
S. Takagi and R. Takahashi exhibit in [25] examples of rings with finite F-
representation type.
Example. A ring R has finite F-representation type in the following cases:
(a) R = K[x1, ..., x] or R = K[[x1, ..., x]] where K is a field of prime characteristic
p with [K : Kp] <∞ (Corollary 2.41).
(b) ([24, Observation 3.1.2]) R is an complete F -finite regular local ring of prime
characteristic p > 0 with [K : Kp] <∞ where K is the residue field of R.
(c) ([24, Observation 3.1.3]) R is a Cohen-Macaulay F -finite local ring of prime
characteristic p with finite Cohen-Macaulay type.
(d) [25, Example1.3(ii) ] R is an Artinian F -finite local ring of prime characteristic
p with [K : Kp] <∞ where K is the residue field of R.
(e) [21, Theorem 1] R is a complete local one-dimensional domain of prime char-
acteristic such that its residue field is algebraically closed or finite.

T.Shibuta in his paper [21] presents examples [21, Example 3.3 and Exam-
ple 3.4] of a complete local one-dimensional domains which do not have finite F-
representation type with a perfect residue field.
Remark 4.2 Notice from the definitions 4.1 and 2.42 that a Noetherian ring that
has FFRT is F-finite. As a result, if R is a Noetherian ring that is not F-finite, then
R does not have FFRT. For example, if K = Z/pZ where p is a prime integer and
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R = K(x1, x2, ..., xn, ...), then F
e
∗ (R) is R-vector space with infinite basis (Corollary
2.41(b)). This proves that R is not F-finite and hence R does not have FFRT
(K.Schwede and W.Zhang observed in [19, Section 2] that R is not F-finite).
4.2 Several FFRT extensions of FFRT rings
If R is a ring that has FFRT, Y.Yao in [30] observed that localizations and comple-
tions of R both have FFRT. In this section, we prove this observation and that each
of R[x] and R[[x]] has FFRT.
Proposition 4.3 Let R be ring and M be a finitely generated R-module. Assume
that M has FFRT on R. If W is a multiplicative closed set and I is an ideal of R,
then:
(a) W−1M has FFRT on W−1R.
(b) M̂I has FFRT on R̂I .
Proof. Suppose that M has FFRT by finitely generated R-modules M1, ... , Ms.
If e ∈ Z+, there exist nonnegative integers n(e,1), . . . , n(e,s) such that
F e∗ (M) =
s⊕
j=1
M
⊕n(e,j)
j .
It follows from Proposition 2.32 and Proposition 2.19 that
F e∗ (W
−1M) =W−1F e∗ (M) =
s⊕
j=1
(W−1Mj)
⊕n(e,j) .
As a result, W−1M has FFRT on W−1R by the finitely generated W−1R-modules
W−1M1, ... , W
−1Ms. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.33 and Theorem 2.28, we get
that
F e∗ (M̂I) = F̂
e
∗ (M)I =
s⊕
j=1
((̂Mj)I)
⊕n(e,j).
Therefore, we conclude that M̂I has FFRT on R̂I by the finitely generated R̂I-
modules M̂1I , ... , M̂sI . 
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Proposition 4.4 Let R be a ring and let M be a finitely generated R-module. If
M has FFRT over R, then M [x] has FFRT over R[x].
Proof. If e ∈ Z+ and q = pe, recall from Proposition 2.37 that
F e∗ (M [x]) = (F
e
∗ (M)[x])
⊕q .
Since M has FFRT, there exist finitely generated R-modules M1, ...,Ms and non-
negative integers n(e,1), ..., n(e,s) such that
F e∗ (M) =
s⊕
j=1
M
⊕n(e,j)
j .
Tensoring with R[x] both sides of the above equality and using the Remark 2.35
yield that
F e∗ (M)[x] =
s⊕
j=1
(Mj[x])
⊕n(e,j) .
As a result, it follows that
F e∗ (M [x]) =
s⊕
j=1
(Mj [x])
⊕qn(e,j) .
Therefore, we conclude that M [x] has FFRT by the finitely generated R[x]-modules
M1[x], ...,Ms[x]. 
Theorem 4.5 Let R be a ring of prime characteristic p. If R has FFRT, then:
(a) R[x] has FFRT over R[x].
(b) R[[x]] has FFRT over R[[x]].
(c) R[x1, . . . , xn] has FFRT over R[x1, . . . , xn].
(d) R[[x1, . . . , xn]] has FFRT over R[[x1, . . . , xn]].
Proof. (a) This is a particular case of Proposition 4.4.
(b) Recall from Proposition 2.25 that if I = (x)R[x], then R̂[x]I = R[[x]]. Now apply
the above result and Proposition 4.3.
(c) and (d) follows from (a) and (b). 
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4.3 Modules of FFRT by FFRT system
The notion of FFRT system was introduced by Yao in his paper [30] as follows:
Definition 4.6 A finite set Γ of finitely generated R-modules is said to be a finite
F -representation type System (or FFRT system) if for every N ∈ Γ, F 1∗ (N) can be
written as a finite direct sum whose direct summands are all taken from Γ. We say
that M has FFRT by a FFRT system if there exists a FFRT system Γ such that M
has FFRT by Γ.
Let R be a Noetherian ring not necessarily of prime characteristic. A class C(R) of
finitely generated R-modules is called reasonable if it satisfies that every R-module
that is isomorphic to a direct summand of a module in C(R) is in C(R). The notion
of reasonable class was introduced by R.Wiegand in his paper [29, Section 1] who
proved the following useful theorem.
Proposition 4.7 [29, Theorem 1.4.] Let R be a Noetherian semilocal ring not
necessarily of prime characteristic,i.e. R has finitely many maximal ideals, and let
S be a faithfully flat R-algebra (Definition 2.9). Let C(R) and C(S) be reasonable
classes of modules such that S ⊗R M ∈ C(S) for all M ∈ C(R). If C(S) contains
only finitely many indecomposable modules up to isomorphism, the same holds for
C(R).
Theorem 4.8 Let R be a local ring. If a finitely generated R-module M has FFRT,
then M has FFRT by a FFRT system.
Proof. Let m be the maximal ideal of R and let Rˆ (respectivelyMˆ ) denote the
m-adic completion of R (respectively M). Recall from Proposition 2.28 that Rˆ is
a faithfully flat R-algebra. Assume that Γ is a finite set of finitely generated R-
modules such that M has FFRT by Γ. If Γˆ = {Nˆ |N ∈ Γ}, then Mˆ has FFRT by
Γˆ (Proposition 4.3). Now let L0
Rˆ
(Γˆ) = Γˆ and let Le
Rˆ
(Γˆ) denote the set of all direct
summands of F e∗ (N) for all N ∈ Le−1Rˆ (Γˆ). Set LRˆ(Γˆ) =
⋃
e∈N L
e
Rˆ
(Γˆ). Similarly, we
define LR(Γ) =
⋃
e∈N L
e
R(Γ) where L
e
R(Γ) is the set of all direct summands of F
e
∗ (N)
for all N ∈ Le−1R (Γ) and L0R(Γ) = Γ. Therefore, LRˆ(Γˆ) and LR(Γ) are reasonable
classes of modules. We aim now to show that Rˆ ⊗R N ∈ LRˆ(Γˆ) for all N ∈ LRˆ(Γˆ).
For this purpose, we show that Rˆ⊗RN ∈ LeRˆ(Γˆ) whenever N ∈ LeR(Γ) for all e ∈ Z+.
The case when e = 0 is obvious. If N ∈ LeR(Γ), then N is a direct summand of
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F e∗ (H) for some H ∈ Le−1R (Γ) and hence Rˆ⊗RN is a direct summand of Rˆ⊗RF e∗ (H).
Notice from Proposition 2.28 and Proposition 2.33 that Rˆ ⊗R F e∗ (H) = F̂ e∗ (H) =
F e∗ (Ĥ) = F
e
∗ (Rˆ⊗RH). The induction hypothesis implies that Rˆ⊗RH ∈ Le−1Rˆ (Γˆ) and
consequently Rˆ ⊗R N ∈ LeRˆ(Γˆ). Since M̂ has FFRT and Rˆ satisfies Krull-Schmidt
theorem on the class of all finitely generated R-modules (Discussion 2.45), it follows
that M̂ has FFRT by FFRT system and hence LRˆ(Γˆ) contains only finitely many
indecomposable modules up to isomorphism and consequently by Proposition 4.7
the same holds for LR(Γ). Now let {M1, ...,Ms} be the set of representatives for the
isomorphism classes of those indecomposable modules in LR(Γ). Therefore, every
R-module N ∈ Γ can be written as a finite direct sum whose direct summands are
all taken from {M1, ...,Ms} and hence M has FFRT by {M1, ...,Ms}. Furthermore,
F 1∗ (Mj) can be written as a finite direct sum whose direct summands are all taken
from {M1, ...,Ms} which makes {M1, ...,Ms} a FFRT system. This proves that M
has FFRT by the FFRT system {M1, ...,Ms}. 
4.4 FFRT locus of a module is an open set
Let R be a ring and M be a finitely generated R-module.
The FFRT locus of M is the set
FFRT (M) := {Q ∈ Spec(R) |MQ has FFRT over RQ}.
In this section, we will prove that FFRT (M) is an open set in the Zariski topology
on Spec(R).
The following Lemma is essential to prove the main result in this section.
Lemma 4.9 Let R be a ring and M a finitely generated R-module. If Q is a prime
ideal such that MQ has Finite F-representation type over RQ, then Mu has Finite
F-representation type over Ru for some u ∈ R \Q.
Proof. Let Q be a prime ideal for which MQ has Finite F-representation type. It
follows from Theorem 4.8 that MQ has FFRT by a FFRT {M1Q, ...,MtQ} where
M1, ...,Mt are finitely generated R-modules. As a result, for every positive integer
e and every j ∈ {1, ..., t} there exist nonnegative integers α(1, j) and β(i, j) for all
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1 ≤ i, j ≤ t such that
F 1∗ (M)Q = F
1
∗ (MQ) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)Q]
⊕α(1,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
⊕α(1,j)
j ]Q
and
F 1∗ (Mi)Q = F
1
∗ ((Mi)Q) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)Q]
⊕β(i,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
β(i,j)
j ]Q for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
By lemma 2.21, there exist s, s1, ..., st ∈ R \Q such that
F 1∗ (M)s = F
1
∗ (Ms) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)s]
⊕α(1,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
⊕α(1,j)
j ]s
and
F 1∗ (Mi)si = F
1
∗ ((Mi)si) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)si]
⊕β(i,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
⊕β(i,j)
j ]si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Let u = ss1...st. We will prove by the induction on e ≥ 1 that F e∗ (Mu) can be
written as a direct sum with direct summand taken from {(M1)u, . . . , (Mt)u}.
It follows from Proposition 2.19 and the above equations that
F 1∗ (M)u = F
1
∗ (Mu) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)u]
⊕α(1,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
⊕α(1,j)
j ]u (4.1)
and
F 1∗ (Mi)u = F
1
∗ ((Mi)u) =
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)u]
⊕β(i,j) = [
t⊕
j=1
M
⊕β(i,j)
j ]u for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Now assume that F e∗ (Mu) =
⊕t
i=1[(Mi)u]
⊕α(e,i) where α(e, i) is nonnegative for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. By Equation 4.1, it follows that
F e+1∗ (Mu) = F
1
∗ [
t⊕
i=1
[(Mi)u]
⊕α(e,i)]
=
t⊕
i=1
F 1∗ [(Mi)u]
⊕α(e,i)
=
t⊕
i=1
[
t⊕
j=1
[(Mj)u]
⊕β(i,j)]⊕α(e,i)
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This induction on e proves that Mu has Finite F-representation type over Ru. 
For every u ∈ R where R is a ring, recall that V (u) denote the set of all prime
ideals P containing u and let D(u) = Spec(R)\V (u). Recall that the collection
{D(u) | u ∈ R} forms a basis of open sets for the Zariski topology on Spec(R) (cf
[16, Section 4]).
Theorem 4.10 If R is a ring and M is a finitely generated R-module, then the
FFRT locus of M is an open set in the Zariski topology on Spec(R).
Proof. If FFRT (M) is empty, FFRT (M) is open. Assume now that FFRT (M)
is not empty. If Q ∈ FFRT (M), there exists by lemma 4.9 an element u ∈ R \ Q
such that Mu has FFRT over Ru and hence by Proposition 2.19(a) and Proposition
4.3 MP has FFRT over RP for all P ∈ D(u). This proves that D(u) ⊆ FFRT (M)
and hence FFRT (M) is open set in the Zariski topology on Spec(R). 
Chapter 5
On the FFRT over hypersurfaces
Let S = K[x1, ..., xn] or S = K[[x1, ..., xn]] where K is a field of prime characteristic
p with [K : Kp] < ∞ and R = S/fS for some f ∈ S, in this chapter we introduce
a presentation of F e∗ (R) as a cokernel of a matrix factorization of f that is denoted
MS(f, e). The properties of this presentation and its applications to the concept of
finite F-representation type will be considered in this chapter.
5.1 The presentation of F e∗ (S/fS) as a cokernel of
a Matrix Factorization of f
Throughout the rest of this thesis, unless otherwise mentioned, we will adopt the
following notation:
Notation 5.1 K will denote a field of prime characteristic p with [K : Kp] <
∞, and we set q = pe for some e ≥ 1. S will denote the ring K[x1, . . . , xn] or
K[[x1, . . . , xn]]. Let Λe be a basis of K as K
pe-vector space. We set
∆e := {λxa11 . . . xann | 0 ≤ ai ≤ pe − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and λ ∈ Λe}
and set re := |∆e| = [K : Kp]eqn.
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Discussion 5.2 Recall from Corollary 2.41 that {F e∗ (j) | j ∈ ∆e} is a basis of F e∗ (S)
as free S-module. Let f ∈ S. If S f−→ S is the S-linear map given by s 7−→ fs, let
F e∗ (S)
F e
∗
(f)−−−→ F e∗ (S) be the S-linear map that is given by F e∗ (s) 7−→ F e∗ (fs) for all s ∈
S. We write MS(f, e) (or M(f, e) if S is known) to denote the matrix Mat(F
e
∗ (f))
which is the re × re matrix representing the S-linear map F e∗ (S)
F e
∗
(f)−−−→ F e∗ (S) with
respect to the basis {F e∗ (j) | j ∈ ∆e} (see 2.15). Indeed, if j ∈ ∆e, there exists a
unique set {f(i,j) ∈ S | i ∈ ∆e} such that F e∗ (jf) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e(i) and consequently
MS(f, e) = [f(i,j)](i,j)∈∆2e . The matrix MS(f, e) is called the matrix of relations of f
over S with respect to e.
Example. Let K be a perfect field of prime characteristic 3 , S = K[x, y] or
S = k[[x, y]] and let f = x2 + xy. We aim to construct MS(f, 1). Since the set
{F 1∗ (1), F 1∗ (x), F 1∗ (x2), F 1∗ (y), F 1∗ (yx), F 1∗ (yx2), F 1∗ (y2), F 1∗ (y2x), F 1∗ (y2x2)} is the ba-
sis of F 1∗ (S) as S-module, we get that
F 1∗ (f) = F
1
∗ (x
2 + xy) = F 1∗ (x
2) + F 1∗ (yx)
F 1∗ (xf) = F
1
∗ (x
3 + x2y) = xF 1∗ (1) + F
1
∗ (x
2y)
F 1∗ (x
2f) = F 1∗ (x
4 + x3y) = xF 1∗ (x) + xF
1
∗ (y)
F 1∗ (yf) = F
1
∗ (yx
2 + xy2) = F 1∗ (yx
2) + F 1∗ (y
2x)
F 1∗ (yxf) = F
1
∗ (yx
3 + x2y2) = xF 1∗ (y) + F
1
∗ (y
2x2)
F 1∗ (yx
2f) = F 1∗ (yx
4 + x3y2) = xF 1∗ (yx) + xF
1
∗ (y
2)
F 1∗ (y
2f) = F 1∗ (y
2x2 + xy3) = F 1∗ (y
2x2) + yF 1∗ (x)
F 1∗ (y
2xf) = F 1∗ (y
2x3 + x2y3) = xF 1∗ (y
2) + yF 1∗ (x
2)
F 1∗ (y
2x2f) = F 1∗ (y
2x4 + x3y3) = xF 1∗ (y
2x) + xyF 1∗ (1)
Therefore,
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MS(f, 1) =

0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 yx
0 0 x 0 0 0 y 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 y 0
0 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 x 0 x 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0


Remark 5.3 If m ∈ N, then F e∗ (fmqj) = fmF e∗ (j) for all j ∈ ∆e. This makes
MS(f
mq, e) = fmI where I is the identity matrix of size re × re.
Proposition 5.4 If f, g ∈ S, then
(a) MS(f + g, e) =MS(f, e) +MS(g, e),
(b) MS(fg, e) =MS(f, e)MS(g, e) and consequentlyMS(f, e)MS(g, e) =MS(g, e)MS(f, e),
and
(c) MS(f
m, e) = [MS(f, e)]
m for all m ≥ 1
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Discussion 5.2 and Remark 2.15.

According to Remark 5.3 and Proposition 5.4, we get that
MS(f
k, e)MS(f
q−k, e) =MS(f
q−k, e)MS(f
k, e) = MS(f
q, e) = fIre
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. This shows the following result.
Proposition 5.5 For every f ∈ S and 0 ≤ k ≤ q−1, the pair (MS(fk, e),MS(f q−k, e))
is a matrix factorization of f .
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Discussion 5.6 Let xn+1 be a new variable and let L = S[xn+1] if S = K[x1, . . . , xn]
or (L = S[[xn+1]] if S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]). We aim to describeML(g, e) for some g ∈ L
by describing the columns of ML(g, e). First we will construct a basis of the free L-
module F e∗ (L) using the basis {F e∗ (j)|j ∈ ∆e} of the free S-module F e∗ (S). For each
0 ≤ v ≤ q−1, let Bv = {F e∗ (jxvn+1) | j ∈ ∆e} and set B = B0∪B1∪B2∪· · ·∪Bq−1.
Therefore B is a basis for F e∗ (L) as free L-module and if g ∈ L, we write
F e∗ (g) =
⊕
i∈∆e
g
(0)
i F
e(i)⊕
⊕
i∈∆e
g
(1)
i F
e(ix1n+1)⊕ · · · ⊕
⊕
i∈∆e
g
(q−1)
i F
e(ixq−1n+1)
where g
(s)
i ∈ L for all 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 and i ∈ ∆e. For each 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 let
[F e∗ (g)]Bs denote the column whose entries are the coordinates {g(s)i ∈ L | i ∈ ∆e} of
F e∗ (g) with respect to Bs. Let [F
e
∗ (g)]B be the req×1 column that is composed of the
columns [F e∗ (g)]B0, . . . , [F
e
∗ (g)]Bq−1 respectively. Therefore ML(g, e) is the req × req
matrix over L whose columns are all the columns [F e∗ (jx
s
n+1g)]B where 0 ≤ s ≤ q−1
and j ∈ ∆e. This means that ML(g, e) =
[
C0 . . . Cq−1
]
where Cm is the req×re
matrix over L whose columns are the columns [F e∗ (jx
m
n+1g)]B for all j ∈ ∆e. If we
define C(k,m) to be the re × re matrix over L whose columns are [F e∗ (jxmn+1g)]Bk for
all j ∈ ∆e, then Cm consists of C(0,m), . . . , C(q−1,m) respectively and hence the matrix
ML(g, e) is given by :
ML(g, e) =
[
C0 . . . Cq−1
]
=

C(0,0) . . . C(0,q−1)
...
...
C(q−1,0) . . . C(q−1,q−1)
 (5.1)
Using the above discussion we can prove the following lemma
Lemma 5.7 Let f ∈ S with A = MS(f, e) and let L = S[xn+1] if S = K[x1, . . . , xn]
or (L = S[[xn+1]] if S = K[[x1, . . . xn]]). If 0 ≤ d ≤ q − 1, then
ML(fx
d
n+1, e) =

C(0,0) . . . C(0,q−1)
...
...
C(q−1,0) . . . C(q−1,q−1)
 (5.2)
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where
C(k,m) =

A if (m, k) ∈ {(d, 0), (d+ 1, 1), . . . , (q − 1, q − 1− d)}
xn+1A if (m, k) ∈ {(0, q − d), (1, q − 1− d), . . . , (d, q − 1)}
0 otherwise
Proof. If A = MS(f, e) = [f(i,j)], for each j ∈ ∆e we can write F e∗ (jf) =⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e(i). If g = fxdn+1, for every 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1 and j ∈ ∆e, it follows that
F e∗ (jx
m
n+1g) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e(ixd+mn+1 ). Therefore,
F e∗ (jx
m
n+1g) =

⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e(ixd+mn+1 ) if d+m ≤ q − 1⊕
i∈∆e
xn+1f(i,j)F
e(ixd+m−qn+1 ) if d+m > q − 1
Accordingly, if m ≤ q − 1− d, then
C(k,m) =

A if k = d+m
0 if k 6= d+m
However, if m > q − 1− d, it follows that
C(k,m) =

xn+1A if k = d+m− q
0 if k 6= d+m− q
This shows the required result. 
Proposition 5.8 Let L = S[xn+1] (if S = K[x1, . . . , xn])or L = S[[xn+1]] (if S =
K[[x1, . . . , xn]]). Suppose that g ∈ L is given by
g = g0 + g1xn+1 + g2x
2
n+1 + · · ·+ gdxdn+1
where d < q and gk ∈ S for all 0 ≤ k ≤ d . If Ak = MS(gk, e) for each 0 ≤ k ≤ d
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then
ML(g, e) =

A0 xn+1Ad xn+1Ad−1 . . . xn+1A1
A1 A0 xn+1Ad
...
. . .
xn+1Ad
...
...
. . .
. . .
Ad
...
Ad
Ad Ad−1 Ad−2 . . . A0

.
Proof.
Recall from Lemma 5.7 that
MA(g0, e) =

A0
A0
. . .
A0

MA(g1xn+1, e) =

xn+1A1
A1
A1
. . .
A1

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MA(g2x
2
n+1, e) =

xn+1A2
xn+1A2
A2
. . .
A2

and finally we get
MA(gdx
d
n+1, e) =

xn+1Ad
xn+1Ad
. . .
xn+1Ad
Ad
Ad
. . .
Ad

.
Proposition 5.4(a) implies that
MA(g, e) =MA(g0, e) +MA(g1xn+1, e) +MA(g2x
2
n+1, e) + ...+MA(gdx
d
n+1, e).
This proves the result. 
Example. Let K be a perfect field of prime characteristic 3 and let S = K[x] or
S = K[[x]] . Assume L = S[y] (if S = K[x]) or L = S[[y]] (if S = K[[x]] ). Let
f = x2 + xy, f0 = x
2, and f1 = x.
By Proposition 5.8, it follows that
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ML(f, 1) =

MS(f0, 1) yMS(f1, 1)
MS(f1, 1) MS(f0, 1)
MS(f1, 1) MS(f0, 1)
 =

0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 yx
0 0 x 0 0 0 y 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 y 0
0 0 x 0 x 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 x 0 x 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

.

Theorem 5.9 Let f ∈ S be a non-zero non-unit element. If R = S/fS, then
(a) F e∗ (R) is a MCM R-module.
(b) F e∗ (R) is isomorphic to cokerS(MS(f, e)) as S-modules (and as R-modules).
Proof.
(a) First, if S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]], then Proposition 2.56 implies that R is Cohen
Maculay and consequently F e∗ (R) is a MCM R-module (see Remark 2.51). Now,
if S = K[x1, . . . , xn], then Proposition 2.56 implies that R is Cohen Maculay,i.e.
Rn is Cohen Maculay for every maximal ideal n of R. It follows from Remark 2.51
that F e∗ (Rn) is a MCM Rn-module and hence by Proposition 2.32 F
e
∗ (R)n is a MCM
Rn-module. This shows that F
e
∗ (R) is a MCM R-module.
(b) Write I = fS. Since {F e∗ (j) | j ∈ ∆e} is a basis of F e∗ (S) as free S-module,
the module F e∗ (R) is generated as S-module by the set {F e∗ (j + I) | j ∈ ∆e}. For
every g ∈ S, define φ(F e∗ (g)) = F e∗ (g + I). It is clear that φ : F e∗ (S) −→ F e∗ (R)
is a surjective homomorphism of S-modules whose kernel is the S-module F e∗ (I)
that is generated by the set {F e∗ (jf) | j ∈ ∆e}. Now, define the S-linear map
ψ : F e∗ (S) → F e∗ (S) by ψ(F e∗ (h)) = F e∗ (hf) for all h ∈ S. We have an exact
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sequence F e∗ (S)
ψ−→ F e∗ (S)
φ−→ F e∗ (R) −→ 0. Notice for each j ∈ ∆e that ψ(F e∗ (j)) =
F e∗ (jf) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e(i) and hence MS(f, e) represents the map ψ on the given
free-bases (Remark 2.15). By Proposition 5.5 and Remark 3.2(a), it follows that
F e∗ (R) is isomorphic to cokerS(MS(f, e)) as R -modules. 
Corollary 5.10 Let f ∈ S be a non-zero non-unit element. If 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1 and
R = S/fS, then
(a) F e∗ (S/f
kS) is a MCM S/fkS -modules isomorphic to cokerS(MS(f
k, e)) as
S-modules (and as S/fkS-modules), and
(b) F e∗ (S/f
kS) is a MCM R-module isomorphic to cokerS(MS(f
k, e)) as S-modules
(and as R-modules).
Proof.
(a) can be proved by applying Proposition 5.9 to fk instead of f .
(b) Since the pair (MS(f
k, e),MS(f
q−k, e)) is a matrix factorization of f , it
follows that f cokerS(MS(f
k, e)) = 0. Notice that fF e∗ (S/f
kS) = 0 This makes
F e∗ (S/f
kS) and cokerS(MS(f
k, e)) R-modules and consequently F e∗ (S/f
kS) is iso-
morphic to cokerS(MS(f
k, e)) as R -modules. Since F e∗ (S/f
kS) is a MCM S/fkS -
modules and (f+fkS)F e∗ (S/f
kS) = 0, it follows by Proposition 2.55 that F e∗ (S/f
kS)
is MCM module over the ring S/f
kS
(f+fkS)(S/fkS)
= S/fS. 
Proposition 5.11 Let K be a field of prime characteristic p > 2 with [K : Kp] <∞
and let T = S[z] if S = K[x1, . . . , xn] (or T = S[[z]] if S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]). If
A = MS(f, e) for some f ∈ S, then
F e∗ (T/(f + z
2)) = cokerT
 A q−12 −zI
zI A
q+1
2
 .
Proof. Let I be the identity matrix in Mre(S). It follows from Proposition 5.8 that
MT (f + z
2, e) is a q × q matrix over the ring Mre(S) that is given by
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MT (f + z
2, e) =

A zI 0
0 A zI
I 0 A
I 0 A
. . .
. . .
. . .
I 0 A
I 0 A

.
It follows from Corollary 2.73 and Theorem 5.9 that
F e∗ (T/(f + z
2)) = cokerT
 zI (−1)mA q+12
(−1)m−1A q−12 zI
 where m = q − 1
2
.
If m is odd integer, we get
F e∗ (T/(f + z
2)) = cokerT
 A q−12 zI
zI −A q+12

= cokerT (
 A q−12 zI
zI −A q+12

 I 0
0 −I
)
= cokerT
 A q−12 −zI
zI A
q+1
2
 .
However, if m is even, it follows that
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F e∗ (T/(f + z
2)) = cokerT
 −A q−12 zI
zI A
q+1
2

= cokerT (
 −I 0
0 I

 −A q−12 zI
zI A
q+1
2
)
= cokerT
 A q−12 −zI
zI A
q+1
2
 .

Proposition 5.12 Let u and v be new variables on S and let L = S[u, v] if S =
K[x1, . . . , xn] (or L = S[[u, v]] if S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]). Let R
⋆ = L/(f + uv) where
f ∈ S. If A is the matrix MS(f, e) and I is the identity matrix in the ring Mre(S),
then
F e∗ (L/(f + uv)) = (R
⋆)re
⊕ q−1⊕
k=1
cokerLBk
where Bk =
Ak −vI
uI Aq−k
 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1.
Proof. Recall that D = {F e∗ (jusvt) | j ∈ ∆e, 0 ≤ s, t ≤ q−1} is a free basis of F e∗ (L)
as L-module. We introduce a Z/qZ-grading on both L and F e∗ (L) as follows: L is
concentrated in degree 0, while deg(F e∗ (xi)) = 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, deg(F e∗ (u)) = 1
and deg(F e∗ (v)) = −1. We can now write F e∗ (L) =
⊕q−1
k=0Mk where Mk is the
free L-submodule of F e∗ (L) of homogeneous elements of degree k, i.e. Mk is the
L-submodule of F e∗ (L) that is generated by the subset
Dk = {F e∗ (jusvt) | deg(F e∗ (jusvt)) = k}
of the basis D. Note that D0 = {F e∗ (jusvs) | j ∈ ∆e, 0 ≤ s ≤ q− 1}, and that for all
1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1
Dk = {F e∗ (juk+rvr) | j ∈ ∆e, 0 ≤ r ≤ q − k − 1} ∪
{F e∗ (jurvq−k+r) | j ∈ ∆e, 0 ≤ r ≤ k − 1}.
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Let J be the ideal (f + uv)L. Since deg(F e∗ (f + uv)) = 0, it follows that F
e
∗ (J) =⊕q−1
k=0MkF
e
∗ (f + uv) and consequently
F e∗ (L/(f + uv)) = F
e
∗ (L)/F
e
∗ (J) =
q−1⊕
k=0
Mk/MkF
e
∗ (f + uv). (5.3)
We now show thatMk/MkF
e
∗ (f+uv)
∼= cokerL Ck where C0 =
(−1)qAq−1 uvI
I A

and Ck =
(−1)q−k+1Aq−k vI
uI (−1)k+1Ak
 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. Recall that if
Ms(f, e) = [f(i,j)], then F
e
∗ (jf) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (i) for all j ∈ ∆e. Therefore,
F e∗ (ju
svt(f + uv)) = F e∗ (jf)F
e
∗ (u
svt) + F e∗ (ju
s+1vt+1)
=
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
svt)⊕ F e∗ (jus+1vt+1). (5.4)
Since deg(F e∗ (iu
svt)) = deg(F e∗ (ju
s+1vt+1)) for all i, j ∈ ∆e and all 0 ≤ s, t ≤
q − 1, it follows that F e∗ (jusvt(f + uv)) ∈ Mk for all F e∗ (jusvt) ∈ Dk. This enables
us to define the homomorphism ψk : Mk → Mk that is given by ψk(F e∗ (jusvt)) =
F e∗ (ju
svt(f + uv)) for all F e∗ (ju
svt) ∈ Dk and consequently we have the following
short exact sequence
Mk
ψk−→Mk φk−→Mk/MkF e∗ (f + uv) −→ 0
where φk : Mk → Mk/MkF e∗ (f + uv) is the canonical surjection. Notice that if
0 ≤ s < q − 1, equation (5.4) implies that
F e∗ (ju
svs(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
svs)⊕ F e∗ (jus+1vs+1) (5.5)
and
F e∗ (ju
q−1vq−1(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
q−1vq−1)⊕ uvF e∗ (j), (5.6)
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therefore ψ0 is represented by the matrix

A uvI
I A
. . .
. . .
I A

which is a q×q matrix
over the ring Mre(L). Now Corollary 2.76 implies that
M0/M0F
e
∗ (f + uv)
∼= cokerL
(−1)qAq−1 uvI
I A
 . (5.7)
However,(−1)qAq−1 uvI
I A
 ∼
0 A(Aq−1) + uvI
I A
 ∼
A(Aq−1) + uvI 0
0 I
 .
Since AAq−1 = fI as (A,Aq−1) is a matrix factorization of f (Proposition 5.5), it
follows that
M0/M0F
e
∗ (f + uv)
∼= cokerL
(f + uv)I 0
0 I
 = (R⋆)re . (5.8)
Now let 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. If 0 ≤ r < q − k − 1, then it follows from equation (5.4)
that
F e∗ (ju
k+rvr(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
k+rvr)⊕ F e∗ (juk+r+1vr+1) (5.9)
and
F e∗ (ju
q−1vq−k−1(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
q−1vq−k−1)⊕ uF e∗ (jvq−k). (5.10)
However, if 0 ≤ r < k − 1, it follows from (5.4) that
F e∗ (ju
rvq−k−r(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
rvq−k−r)⊕ F e∗ (jur+1vq−k−r+1) (5.11)
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and
F e∗ (ju
k−1vq−1(f + uv)) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f(i,j)F
e
∗ (iu
k−1vq−1)⊕ vF e∗ (juk). (5.12)
As a result, ψk is represented by the matrix

A vI
I A
. . .
. . .
I A
uI A
I A
. . .
. . .
I A

which is a q × q matrix over the ring Mre(L) where uI is in the
(q − k + 1, q − k) spot of this matrix.
Therefore, Corollary 2.76 implies that
Mk/MkF
e
∗ (f + uv)
∼= cokerL
(−1)q−k+1Aq−k vI
uI (−1)k+1Ak
 .
If k is odd integer, we notice that
Mk/MkF
e
∗ (f + uv)
∼= cokerL(
 −I 0
0 I

(−1)q−k+1Aq−k vI
uI (−1)k+1Ak
)
∼= cokerL
Aq−k −vI
uI Ak
 . (5.13)
Similar argument when k is even shows that
Mk/MkF
e
∗ (f + uv)
∼= cokerL
Aq−k −vI
uI Ak
 . (5.14)
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Now the proposition follows from (5.3), (5.8), (5.13) and (5.14). 
If (φ, ψ) is a matrix factorization of a nonzero nonunit element f in a domain S
and u, v, z are variables on S, recall from Remark 3.4 that
(φ, ψ)z := (
 φ −vI
uI ψ
 ,
 ψ vI
−uI φ
), and (φ, ψ)♯ := (
 φ −zI
zI ψ
 ,
 ψ zI
−zI φ
)
Furthermore, (φ, ψ)z is a matrix factorization of f+uv in S[[u, v]] (and in S[u, v]) and
(φ, ψ)♯ is a matrix factorization of f + z2 in S[[z]] (and in S[[z]]). Using this notation
and the notation in Definition 2.46 we can establish the following proposition.
Proposition 5.13 Let S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]] and f ∈ m \ {0} where m is the maximal
ideal of S. Let R = S/fS, R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), and R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2). If
A = MS(f, e) and 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1, then
(a) ♯(cokerS[[z]](A
k, Aq−k)♯, R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q−k), R).
(b) If K be a field of prime characteristic p > 2, it follows that
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
q−1
2 ), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q+1
2 ), R) and hence
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = ♯(F e∗ (S/f
q−1
2 S), R) + ♯(F e∗ (S/f
q+1
2 S), R).
(c) ♯(cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z, Rz) = ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q−k), R).
(d) ♯(F e∗ (R
⋆), R⋆) = re + 2
∑q−1
k=1 ♯(cokerS(A
k), R).
Proof. Notice that (Ak, Aq−k) is a matrix factorization of f (Proposition 5.5).
(a) If (Ak, Aq−k) ∼ (f, 1)re (or (Ak, Aq−k) ∼ (1, f)re) then (F e∗ (S/f q−kS) =
cokerS(A
q−k) = {0} (or (F e∗ (S/fkS) = cokerS(Ak) = {0}) which is impossible. As
a result, if (Ak, Aq−k) is a trivial matrix factorization of f , then the only possible
case is that (Ak, Aq−k) ∼ (f, 1)u ⊕ (1, f)v where 0 < u, v < re with u + v = re ,
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = u, and ♯(cokerS(A
q−k), R) = v. Remark 3.4 (j),(k),(e) and (f)
implies that
cokerS[[z]](A
k, Aq−k)♯ = [cokerS[[z]](f, 1)
♯]u ⊕ [cokerS[[z]](1, f)♯]v
= [R♯]u+v.
Therefore, if (Ak, Aq−k) is a trivial matrix factorization of f , it follows that
♯(cokerS[[z]](A
k, Aq−k)♯, R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q−k), R).
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On the other hand, if (Ak, Aq−k) is not trivial matrix factorization of f , it follows
from Corollary 3.13 that
♯(cokerS[[z]](A
k, Aq−k)♯, R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q−k), R).
(b) follows from the result (a) above, Proposition 5.11 and the fact that cokerS A
k =
cokerS MS(f
k, e) = F e∗ (S/f
kS) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1 (Corollary5.10 and Proposition
5.4(c)).
(c) can be proved similarly to (a).
(d) By Proposition 5.12, it follows that
F e∗ (R
⋆) = (R⋆)re
⊕ q−1⊕
j=1
cokerS[[u,v]]
Ak −vI
uI Aq−k
 .
However, For each 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1 , we recall from Remark 3.4 (e) that
cokerS[[u,v]]
Ak −vI
uI Aq−k
 = cokerS[[u,v]](Ak, Aq−k)z.
Therefore, by Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (Discussion 2.45), the result (c)
above and the convention that cokerS(A
k, Aq−k) = cokerS(A
k) it follows that
♯(F e∗ (R
⋆), R⋆) = re +
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z, R⋆)
= re +
q−1∑
k=1
[
♯(cokerS(A
k, Aq−k), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q−k, Ak), R)
]
= re + 2
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k, Aq−k), R)
= re + 2
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R).

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5.2 The ring S[[y]]/(yp
d
+f) has finite F-representation
type
We keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1. The following proposition can be
obtained as a special case from [21, Theorem 3.10]. However, we provide a different
proof that is based basically on the Theorem 5.9.
Theorem 5.14 If d ∈ N and S := K[[x1, ..., xn]], then S[[y]]/(ypd + f) has FFRT for
any f ∈ S and any prime integer p > 0.
Proof. Let A be the matrix MS(f, e) in Mre(S) where e > d and let I be the
identity matrix in Mre(S). Let M and N be the diagonal matrices of size p
d × pd
with entries in Mre(S) with A and I along the diagonals of M and N as follows:
M =

A
A
A
. . .
A

and
N =

I
I
I
. . .
I

.
Using Proposition 5.8 we write MS[[y]](y
pd + f, e) as the following pe−d × pe−d
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matrix over the ring Mpd(Mre(S[[y]])):
MS[[y]](y
pd + f, e) =

M yN
N M
N M
. . .
. . .
N M

.
Using Lemma 2.75, and Theorem 5.9 we see that
F e∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd+f)) ∼= cokerS[[y]](yN+(−1)1+pe−dMpe−d) ∼= (cokerS[[y]](yI+Ape−d))⊕pd.
(5.15)
We aim to prove the existence of finitely generated S[[y]]/(yp
d
+f)-modulesM1, ...,Ms
such that cokerS[[y]](yI+A
pe−d) can be written as a direct sum with direct summands
taken from {M1, ...,Ms} for every e. Notice from Remark 2.31(a) and Theorem 5.9
that
F d∗ [F
e−d
∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)p
e−d
))] ∼= F e∗ (S[[y]]/(yp
e
+ f p
e−d
))
∼= cokerS[[y]](MS[[y]](ype + f pe−d, e)).
However, Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.8 imply that
MS[[y]](y
pe + f p
e−d
, e) = (yI + Ap
e−d
)⊕p
e
.
As a result, we get
F d∗ [F
e−d
∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)p
e−d
))] ∼= [cokerS[[y]](yI + Ape−d)]⊕pe.
If re−d = [K : K
p]e−dp(e−d)(n+1), let I˜ be the identity matrix in Mre−d(S[[y]]). By
Theorem 5.9 and Remark 5.3, it follows that
F e−d∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)p
e−d
) ∼= cokerS[[y]](MS[[y]]((ypd + f)pe−d, e− d)
∼= cokerS[[y]]((ypd + f)I˜)
∼= [S[[y]]/(ypd + f)]⊕re−d
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and hence
F e∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pe + f p
e−d
)) = [F d∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)]⊕
re−d
.
This makes
[cokerS[[y]](yI + A
pe−d)]⊕p
e ∼= [F d∗ (S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f))]⊕
re−d
(5.16)
as S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f))-modules. Since F d∗ (S[[y]]/(y
pd + f)) can be written as a direct
sum with direct summands taken from a finite set of indecomposable finitely gener-
ated S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f))-modules, say M1, ...,Ms, it follows from Krull-Remak-Schmidt
theorem (Discussion 2.45) that cokerS[[y]](yI+A
pe−d) is also a direct sum with direct
summands taken from M1, ...,Ms. 
5.3 When does the ring S[[u, v]]/(f+uv) have finite
F-representation type?
We keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1. The purpose of this section is to pro-
vide a characterization of when the ring S[[u, v]]/(f +uv) has finite F-representation
type. This characterization enables us to exhibit a class of rings in section 5.4 that
have FFRT but not finite CM type.
Theorem 5.15 Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p > 2
and q = pe. Let S := K[[x1, . . . , xn]] and let m be the maximal ideal of S and f ∈
m2 \ {0}. Let R = S/(f) and R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). Then R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)
has FFRT over R⋆ if and only if there exist indecomposable R-modules N1, . . . , Nt
such that F e∗ (S/(f
k)) is a direct sums with direct summands taken from R,N1, . . . , Nt
for every e ∈ N and 1 ≤ k < pe .
Proof. First, suppose that the ring R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv) has FFRT over R⋆ by
{R⋆,M1, . . . ,Mt, } where Mj is an indecomposable non-free MCM R⋆-module for
all j. Therefore, there exist a nonnegative integers n(e), n(e,1), . . . , n(e,t) such that
F e∗ (S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)) = (R
⋆)n(e)
⊕ t⊕
j=0
M
n(e,j)
i .
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By Proposition 3.11 and 3.9, it follows that Mj = cokerS[[u,v]](αj , βj)
z where (αj, βj)
is a reduced matrix factorization of f such that cokerS(αj, βj) is non-free indecom-
posable MCM R-module for all j. Let A = MS(f, e) and consequently by Proposi-
tion 5.4 Ak = (MS(f, e))
k = MS(f
k, e). Recall from the Proposition 5.12 and the
notation in Remark 3.4 (e) that
F e∗ (S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)) = (R
⋆)re ⊕
q−1⊕
k=1
cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z. (5.17)
This makes
(R⋆)n(e)
⊕ t⊕
j=0
M
n(e,j)
i
∼= (R⋆)re ⊕
q−1⊕
k=1
cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z. (5.18)
If (Ak, Aq−k) is nontrivial matrix factorization of f , by Proposition 3.12, there exist
a reduced matrix factorization (φk, ψk) of f and non-negative integers tk and rk such
that (Ak, Aq−k) ∼ (φk, ψk)⊕(f, 1)tk⊕(1, f)rk . This gives by Remark 3.4 (g), (h), and
(i) that cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z = cokerS[[u,v]](φk, ψk)
z ⊕ [R⋆]tk+rk . By the equation
5.18 and Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (Discussion 2.45), there exist non-negative
integers n(e,k,1), . . . ., n(e,k,t) such that
cokerS[[u,v]](φk, ψk)
z ∼=
t⊕
j=1
M
n(e,k,j)
j
∼=
t⊕
j=1
[cokerS[[u,v]](αj, βj)
z]⊕n(e,k,j)
∼= cokerS[[u,v]][
t⊕
j=1
(αj, βj)
⊕n(e,k,j)]z.
Now, from Proposition 3.15 and Remark 3.4 (d) it follows that
cokerS(φk, ψk) ∼= cokerS[
t⊕
j=1
(αj, βj)
⊕n(e,k,j)] ∼=
t⊕
j=1
N
⊕n(e,k,j)
j
where Nj denotes the non-free indecomposable MCM R-module cokerS(αj , βj) for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Therefore,
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F e∗ (S/f
kS) ∼= cokerS MS(fk, e) (Theorem 5.9)
= cokerS(A
k) (Proposition 5.4 (c))
= cokerS(A
k, Aq−k) (Definition 3.3)
= cokerS[(φk, ψk)⊕ (f, 1)rk ⊕ (1, f)tk ]
= Rrk ⊕
t⊕
j=1
N
⊕n(e,k,j)
j .
However, if (A,Aq−1) ∼ (f, 1)re (or (A,Aq−1) ∼ (1, f)re) then (F e∗ ( Sfq−1S ) =
cokerS A
q−1 = {0} (or (F e∗ ( SfS ) = cokerS A = {0}) which is impossible. As a result,
if (Ak, Aq−k) is a trivial matrix factorization of f , then the only possible case is that
(Ak, Aq−k) ∼ (f, 1)b ⊕ (1, f)c where 0 < b, c < re with b + c = re. In this case,
F e∗ (S/f
kS) = Rb
This shows that F e∗ (S/(f
k)), for every e ∈ N and 1 ≤ k < pe, is a direct sums
with direct summands taken from {R,N1, . . . , Nt}.
Now suppose F e∗ (S/(f
k)) is a direct sums with direct summands taken from
indecomposable R-modules N1, . . . , Nt for every e ∈ N and 1 ≤ k < pe. Therefore,
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1, there exist non-negative integers n(e,k), n(e,k,1), . . . ., n(e,k,t)
such that
cokerS(A
k, Aq−k) ∼= F e∗ (S/fkS) ∼= R⊕n(e,k) ⊕
t⊕
j=1
N
⊕n(e,k,j)
j over R. (5.19)
Since F e∗ (S/f
kS) is a MCM R-module (by Corollary 5.10), it follows that Nj is
an indecomposable non-free MCM R-module for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and hence by
Proposition 3.9 Nj = cokerS(αj , βj) for some reduced matrix factorization (αj, βj)
for all j. If Mj = cokerS[[u,v]](αj, βj)
z, it follows that
cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z = (R⋆)n(e,k) ⊕
t⊕
j=1
M
n(e,k,j)
j
and hence by the Equation 5.17 we conclude that the ring R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)
has FFRT by {R⋆,M1, . . . ,Mt}. 
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Corollary 5.16 Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p > 2
and q = pe. Let S := K[[x1, . . . , xn]] and let m be the maximal ideal of S and
f ∈ m2 \ {0}. Let R = S/(f) and R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). If R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)
has FFRT over R⋆, then S/fkS has FFRT over S/fkS for every positive integer k.
Proof. Let k be a positive integer and let e0 be a positive integer such that k < p
e0.
If R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv) has FFRT over R⋆, from Theorem 5.15, there exist
finitely generated R-modules N1, . . . , Nt such that F
e
∗ (S/(f
k)) for each e ≥ e0 is a
direct sums with direct summands taken from the finite set {R,N1, . . . , Nt}. Notice
from the proof of Theorem 5.15 that Nj = cokerS(αj, βj) for some reduced matrix
factorization (αj , βj) of f for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t. As a result, f cokerS(αj, βj) = 0 and
hence fk cokerS(αj, βj) = 0 for every positive integer k. This makes Nj a module
over S/fkS. Therefore,F e∗ (S/(f
k)) for each e ≥ e0 is a direct sums with direct
summands taken from the finite set {R,N1, . . . , Nt} of the S/fkS-modules. This is
enough to show that S/fkS has FFRT over S/fkS for every positive integer k. 
The above corollary implies evidently the following.
Corollary 5.17 Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p > 2
and q = pe. Let S := K[[x1, . . . , xn]] and let m be the maximal ideal of S and
f ∈ m2 \ {0}. Let R = S/(f) and R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). If S/fkS does not have
FFRT over S/fkS for some positive integer k, then R⋆ does not have FFRT. In
particular, if R does not have FFRT , then R⋆ does not have FFRT.
An easy induction gives the following result.
Corollary 5.18 Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p > 2
and q = pe. Let S := K[[x1, . . . , xn]] and let m be the maximal ideal of S, f ∈ m2\{0}
and let R = S/(f). If R does not have FFRT, then the ring
S[[u1, v1, u2, v2, . . . , ut, vt]]/(f + u1v1 + u2v2 + · · ·+ utvt)
does not have FFRT for all t ∈ N.
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5.4 Class of rings that have FFRT but not finite
CM type
We keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1. Recall that every F-finite local ring
(R,m) of prime characteristic that has finite CM representation type has also FFRT
(section 4.1). The main result of this section is to provide a class of rings that have
FFRT but not finite CM representation type Theorem 5.22.
Lemma 5.19 If 0 ≤ d, k ≤ q − 1, then
(a) dk = nq + s where 0 ≤ n ≤ d− 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1.
(b) For any 0 ≤ β ≤ q − 1, dk + β = cq + t where 0 ≤ c ≤ d and 0 ≤ t ≤ q − 1.
(c) Fix c, d, k ∈ Z+ such that 0 ≤ d, k ≤ q−1 and 0 ≤ c ≤ d. Then there exists an
α ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1} such that α = qc− dk+ s for some s ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1} if and
only if |qc− dk| < q. Furthermore, If |qc − dk| < q, there exist q − |qc− dk|
values of α such that α = qc− dk + s for some s ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}.
Proof. (a) By Division Algorithm, dk = nq + s for some n ∈ N and 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1.
If n ≥ d , we get nq ≥ dq > dk = nq + s ≥ nq which is a contradiction. This shows
that 0 ≤ n ≤ d− 1.
(b) From the above result, we get that dk = nq + s where 0 ≤ n ≤ d − 1 and
0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1. Let 0 ≤ β ≤ q − 1. If β + s < q, we get dk + β = cq + t where
c = n ∈ {0, ..., d−1} and t = β+s ∈ {0, ..., q−1}. Now, suppose that β+s ≥ q. We
notice that 0 ≤ β+s−q ≤ q−1. Therefore dk+β = cq+t where c = n+1 ∈ {1, ..., d}
and t = β + s− q ∈ {0, ..., q − 1}.
(c) First, if there is α ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} such that α = qc − dk + s for some s ∈
{0, . . . , q − 1}, then |qc − dk| = |α − s| < q (as α, s ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}). Now
let u = qc − dk and suppose that |u| < q. If 0 ≤ u < q, we can choose α ∈
{u, u+ 1, . . . , q − 1}. On the other hand, if −q < u < 0, then α can be taken from
{q−1+u, q−2+u, . . . , 0}. In both cases, α can be chosen by q−|cq−kd| ways. 
If α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Z+n, we write xα = xα11 . . . xαnn where x1, . . . , xn are differ-
ent variables.
Proposition 5.20 Let f = xd11 x
d2
2 . . . x
dn
n be a monomial in S where dj ∈ Z+ for
each j. Let Γ = {(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Z+n | 0 ≤ αj ≤ dj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n} , d =
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(d1, . . . , dn), and let e be a positive integer such that q = p
e > max{d1, . . . , dn}+ 1.
If A =MS(f, e), then for each 1 ≤ k ≤ q−1 the matrix Ak = MS(fk, e) is equivalent
to diagonal matrix, D, of size re × re in which the diagonal entries are of the form
xc where c ∈ Γ. Furthermore, if c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Γ and
ηk(cj) =

q − |cjq − kdj| if |cjq − kdj | < q
0 otherwise
then
cokerS(A
q, Aq−k) =
⊕
c∈Γ
[
cokerS(x
c, xd−c)
]⊕ηk(c)
where ηk(c) = [K : K
q]
∏n
j=1 ηk(cj) and (x
c, xd−c) is the 1 × 1 matrix factorization
of f with the convention that M⊕0 = {0} for any module M .
Proof. Choose e ∈ N such that q = pe > max{d1, . . . , dn} + 1 and let 1 ≤
k ≤ q − 1. If j = λxβ11 . . . xβnn ∈ ∆e, we get F e∗ (jfk) = F e∗ (λxkd1+β11 . . . xkdn+βnn ).
Since dj, k ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, Lemma 5.19 implies that there exist 0 ≤ ci ≤ di
and 0 ≤ ui ≤ q − 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that dik + βi = ciq + ui and
hence F e∗ (jf
k) = xc11 . . . x
cn
n F
e
∗ (λx
u1
1 . . . x
un
n ). Therefore each column of MS(f
k, e)
contains only one non-zero element of the form xc11 . . . x
cn
n where 0 ≤ ci ≤ d for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Notice that a row in MS(fk, e) will contain two elements of the
form xc11 . . . x
cn
n and x
l1
1 . . . x
ln
n where 0 ≤ lj , ci ≤ d for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n if there exist
µxβ11 . . . x
βn
n , γx
σ1
1 . . . x
σn
n , λx
u1
1 . . . x
un
n ∈ ∆e such that
F e∗ ((µx
β1
1 . . . x
βn
n )(x
kd1
1 . . . x
kdn
n )) = x
c1
1 . . . x
cn
n F
e
∗ (λx
u1
1 . . . x
un
n ) and
F e∗ ((γx
σ1
1 . . . x
σn
n )(x
kd1
1 . . . x
kdn
n )) = x
l1
1 . . . x
ln
n F
e
∗ (λx
u1
1 . . . x
un
n ).
This makes µ = λ = γ, βi + kdi = qci + ui, and σi + kdi = qli + ui for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Accordingly, βi − σi = q(ci − li) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since 0 ≤ βi, σi ≤ q − 1 and
0 ≤ ci, li ≤ d ≤ q − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it follows that βi = σi and ci = li and
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This also shows that each row of MS(fk, e) contains only one
non-zero element of the form xc11 . . . x
cn
n where 0 ≤ ci ≤ d for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since
each column and row of MS(f
k, e) contains only one non-zero element of the form
xc11 . . . x
cn
n where 0 ≤ ci ≤ d for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, using the row and column operations,
the matrix MS(f
k, e) is equivalent to a diagonal matrix, D, of size re × re in which
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the diagonal entries are of the form xc11 . . . x
cn
n where 0 ≤ ci ≤ di for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Now fix c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Γ and let η(c) stand for how many times xc appears as
an element in the diagonal of D. It is obvious that η(c) is exactly the same as the
number of the n-tuples (α1, . . . , αn) with 0 ≤ αj ≤ q − 1 satisfying that
F e∗ (λx
kd1+α1
1 . . . x
kdn+αn
n ) = x
c1
1 . . . x
cn
n F
e
∗ (λx
s1
1 . . . x
sn
n ) (5.20)
for some s1, .., sn ∈ {0, . . . , q−1} for all λ ∈ Λe. Notice that an n-tuple (α1, . . . , αn)
with 0 ≤ αi ≤ q − 1 will satisfy (5.20) if and only if αi = ciq − kdi + si for some
0 ≤ si ≤ q − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As a result, by Lemma5.19, there exists an
n-tuples (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn with 0 ≤ αi ≤ q − 1 that satisfies (5.20) if and only if
|ciq−kdi| < q for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, by Lemma5.19, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
if |ciq−kdi| < q, then there exist q−|ciq−kdi| values of αi such that αi = qci−dik+si
for some si ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}. Set
ηk(cj) =

q − |ciq − kdi| if |ciq − kdi| < q
0 otherwise
Thus we get that ηk(c) = [K : K
q]
∏n
j=1 ηk(ci) and consequently we have
cokerS(A
q, Aq−k) =
⊕
c∈Γ
[
cokerS(x
c, xd−c)
]⊕ηk(c)
where (xc, xd−c) is the 1 × 1 matrix factorization of f with the convention that
M⊕0 = {0} for any module M . 
Corollary 5.21 Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p > 2
and q = pe. Let S := K[[x1, . . . , xn]], f = x
d1
1 x
d2
2 . . . x
dn
n where dj ∈ N for each j, and
d = (d1, . . . , dn). Then R
⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv) has FFRT over R⋆. Furthermore,
for every e ∈ N with q = pe > max{d1, . . . , dn} + 1, F e∗ (R⋆) has the following
decomposition:
F e∗ (R
⋆) = (R⋆)re
⊕ q−1⊕
k=1
[⊕
c∈Γ
[
cokerS[[u,v]](x
c, xd−c)z
]⊕ηk(c)]
where ηk(c) and Γ as in the above Proposition.
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Proof. Let e ∈ N with q = pe > max{d1, . . . , dn}+ 1 and let 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. Let Γ
and ηk(c) be as in the above Proposition. If A =MS(f, e), it follows that
F e∗ (S/f
k) ∼= cokerS(Ak, Aq−k) ∼=
⊕
c∈Γ
[
cokerS(x
c, xd−c)
]⊕ηk(c) .
If M = {cokerS(xc, xd−c) | c ∈ Γ} ∪ {F j(S/f i) | pj ≤ max{d1, . . . , dn} and 0 ≤ i ≤
pj}, then F e∗ (S/(fk)) is a direct sums with direct summands taken from the finite
set M for every e ∈ N and 1 ≤ k < pe. By Theorem 5.15 R⋆ has FFRT.
Furthermore, we can describe explicitly the direct summands of F e∗ (R
⋆). Indeed,
if Γˆ := {c ∈ Γ | ηk(c) > 0 and c /∈ {d, 0}}, it follows that
(Ak, Aq−k) ∼
⊕
c∈Γˆ
(xc, xd−c)⊕ηk(c)
⊕
(xd, 1)⊕ηk(d)
⊕
(1, xd)⊕ηk(0)
where ηk(d) (respectively ηk(0)) denotes how many times x
d (respectively 1) appears
in Ak. Recall by Remark 3.4 that (Ak, Aq−k)z is a matrix factorization of f + uv
and
(Ak, Aq−k)z ∼
⊕
c∈Γˆ
[
(xc, xd−c)z
]⊕ηk(c)⊕[(xd, 1)z]⊕ηk(d)⊕[(1, xd)z]⊕ηk(0)
Therefore
cokerS[[u,v]](A
k, Aq−k)z =
⊕
c∈Γˆ
[
cokerS[[u,v]](x
c, xd−c)z
]⊕ηk(c)
⊕[
cokerS[[u,v]](x
d, 1)z
]⊕ηk(d)⊕[
cokerS[[u,v]](1, x
d)z
]⊕ηk(0) .
By Proposition 5.12, the above equation, and the convention that M⊕0 = {0},
we can write
F e∗ (S[[u, v]]/(f + uv)) = (R
⋆)q
n
⊕ q−1⊕
k=1
[⊕
c∈Γ
[
cokerS[[u,v]](x
c, xd−c)z
]⊕ηk(c)] .

We benefit from the proof of Proposition 5.20 above when we compute the F -
signature in the next chapter.
The following theorem provides an example of rings that have FFRT but not
finite CM type.
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Theorem 5.22 Let K be an infinite algebraically closed field with char(K) > 2,
and let S = K[[x1, . . . , xd]] where d > 2. If f ∈ S is a monomial of degree grater
than 3 and R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), then R⋆ has FFRT but it does not have finite
CM representation type.
Proof. Let t be the degree of the monomial f and let m be the maximal ideal of S.
Clearly, t is the largest natural number satisfying f ∈ mt−mt+1 and consequently the
multiplicity e(R) of the ring R is e(R) = t (Proposition 2.66). Since e(R) = t > 3,
it follows from Proposition 2.68 that R is not a simple singularity. Therefore, by
Proposition 2.69 R does not have finite CM type. Consequently, by Proposition
3.11, R⋆ does not have finite CM type as well. However, Corollary 5.21 implies that
R⋆ has FFRT. 
5.5 S/I has FFRT when I is a monomial ideal
We keep the same notation as in in Notation 5.1.
If x1, ..., xn are variables, a monomial in x1, ..., xn is an element of the form
xr11 ...x
rn
n where r1, ..., rn ∈ Z+. If R = A[x1, ..., xn] (or R = A[[x1, ..., xn]]) where A is
a nonzero commutative ring with identity. A monomial ideal in R is an ideal of R
that can be generated by monomials in x1, ..., xn.
We need the following Proposition in order to prove Proposition 5.24.
Proposition 5.23 Let f1, ..., ft be nonzero and non unite elements in S and let
R = S/(f1, ..., ft)S. If [MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] is the re × tre matrix over S whose
columns are the columns of the matrices MS(f1, e), ...,MS(ft, e) respectively, then :
1) F e∗ (R) is isomorphic to cokerS[MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] as S -modules.
2) F e∗ (R) is isomorphic to cokerS[MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] as R -modules.
Proof. Let I be the ideal (f1, ..., ft)S. Since {F e∗ (j)|j ∈ ∆e} is a basis of F e∗ (S)
as free S-module, F e∗ (R) is generated by {F e∗ (j + I) | j ∈ ∆e} as S-module. For
every F e∗ (g) ∈ F e∗ (S), define φ(F e∗ (g)) = F e∗ (g + I). Then φ : F e∗ (S) −→ F e∗ (R) is a
surjective homomorphism of S-modules. For every 1 ≤ k ≤ t recall thatMS(fk, e) =
[f
(k)
(i,j)], where f
(k)
(i,j), indexed by i, j ∈ ∆e, satisfies that F e∗ (jfk) =
⊕
i∈∆e
f
(k)
(i,j)F
e
∗ (i).
Now, define the S-module homomorphism ψ : F e∗ (S)
⊕t → F e∗ (S) by
ψ[(F e∗ (g1), . . . , F
e
∗ (gt))] = F
e
∗ (g1f1) + . . .+ F
e
∗ (gtft)
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for all (F e∗ (g1), . . . , F
e
∗ (gt)) ∈ F e∗ (S)⊕t. Since Imψ = Kerφ = F e∗ (I), we have an
exact sequence F e∗ (S)
⊕t ψ−→ F e∗ (S) φ−→ F e∗ (R) −→ 0. For every j ∈ ∆e and 1 ≤ k ≤ t
define j(k) to be the element in F e∗ (S)
⊕t whose kth coordinate is F e∗ (j) and zero
elsewhere and let Ω
(k)
e = {j(k) | j ∈ ∆e}. Since {F e∗ (j) | j ∈ ∆e} is a basis of F e∗ (S)
as free S-module, it follows that Ωe = Ω
(1)
e ∪ ... ∪ Ω(t)e is a basis for F e∗ (S)⊕t as
free S-module. Notice for each j ∈ ∆e and 1 ≤ k ≤ t that ψ(j(k)) = F e∗ (jfk) =⊕
i∈∆e
f
(k)
(i,j)F
e
∗ (i) and hence the matrix [MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] represents the map
ψ on the given free-bases (Remark 2.15). This proves that F e∗ (R) is isomorphic
cokerS[MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] as S -modules.
2) Since IF e∗ (R) = 0 and I cokerS[MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] = I cokerψ = 0, it
follows that F e∗ (R) is isomorphic cokerS[MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)] as R -modules. 
Proposition 5.24 Let S denote the ring K[x1, ..., xn] or the ring K[[x1, ..., xn]]. For
each 1 ≤ j ≤ t, let fj = xd(1,j)1 . . . x
d(n,j)
n where d(i,j) ∈ Z+ for all i and j and set
Gj = {xm(1,j)1 . . . x
m(n,j)
n | 0 ≤ m(i,j) ≤ d(i,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Let I be the monomial ideal I = (f1, ..., fn) and let J be the set of all ideals J =
(g1, ..., gt) where gj ∈ Gj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t. If R = S/I, then
F e∗ (R) =
⊕
J∈J
[S/J ]⊕αe(J) where αe(J) ∈ Z+
with the convention that [S/J ]⊕αe(J) = {0} when αe(J) = 0.
Proof. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ t, notice that the proof of Proposition 5.20 shows that
each column and each row of MS(fj, e) contains only one none zero element of the
set Gj . Therefore, if A = [MS(f1, e)...MS(ft, e)], then each row of A contains only t
none zero elements and each column contains only one none zero element such that
all of them belong to G1 ∪ ... ∪ Gt. Let Υ be the set of all 1 × t matrix of the form[
g1 . . . gt
]
with gj ∈ Gj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Using the row and column operations,
the matrix A is equivalent to an re × tre matrix of the form
A ∼

A1
. . .
Are
 (5.21)
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where Ai ∈ Υ for all i ∈ {1, ..., re}. Notice for every i ∈ {1, ..., re} that
cokerS Ai = S/J for some J ∈ J and that the Proposition 5.23 implies that
F e∗ (R) = cokerS A =
⊕re
i=0 cokerS Ai where Ai ∈ Υ . Therefore, we can write
F e∗ (R) =
⊕
J∈J
[S/J ]⊕αe(J) where αe(J) ∈ Z+
with the convention that [S/J ]⊕αe(J) = {0} when αe(J) = 0. Since Ω is finite set,
the set Υ is also a finite set. 
Proposition 5.24 implies the following result. However, the following result can
be obtained from [25, Example 1.3 (v)] but the above proposition provides another
proof.
Theorem 5.25 Let S denote the ring K[x1, ..., xn] or the ring K[[x1, ..., xn]]. Let I
be a monomial ideal in S generated by the monomials f1, ..., ft. If R = S/I, then R
has Finite F-representation type on R.
Chapter 6
F-signature of specific
hypersurfaces
Recall from Remark 2.47 that if R is an F -finite local ring, for every e ∈ N there
exist a unique nonnegative integer ae and an R-module Me that has no free direct
summand such that F e∗ (R) = R
ae ⊕Me and ae(R) = ♯(F e∗ (R), R) = ae. Now we are
ready to define the F -signature as it appears in [26] as follows.
Definition 6.1 Let (R,m, K) be a d-dimensional F -finite Noetherian local ring of
prime characteristic p. If [K : Kp] is the dimension of K as Kp-vector space and
α(R) = logp[K : K
p], then the F -signature of R, denoted S(R), is defined as
S(R) = lim
e→∞
ae(R)
pe(d+α(R))
.
Proposition 6.2 If (R,m, K) is as above, then S(R) = S(Rˆ) where Rˆ is the m-adic
completion of R.
Proof. If L denotes the residue field of the local ring (Rˆ, mˆ), then L is isomorphic
to Kˆ where Kˆ is the m-adic completion of K. Since Kˆ is isomorphic to K, it follows
that α(R) = α(Rˆ). It is well known that dimR = dim Rˆ [23, Corollary 10.2.2].
Now, if ae(R) = ae, we can write F
e
∗ (R) = R
ae ⊕ Me where Me is an R-module
that has no free direct summand. As a result, we get F e∗ (Rˆ) = Rˆ
ae ⊕ Mˆe. However,
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if Rˆ is a direct summand of Mˆe, it follows from Proposition 2.29 (a) that R is a
direct summand of Me which is a contradiction. Therefore, ae(Rˆ) = ae(R) and
consequently S(R) = S(Rˆ). 
Remark 6.3 If R =
⊕∞
n=0Rn is a graded ring with R0 equals to a field K of
characteristic p > 0, then for every e ∈ N there exist a unique nonnegative integer ae
and an R-module Me that has no free direct summand such that F
e
∗ (R) = R
ae ⊕Me.
If ae(R) = ae and α(R) = logp[K : K
p] where [K : Kp] is the dimension of K as
Kp-vector space, then the limit S(R) = lime→∞
ae(R)
pe(d+α(R))
is well-defined [27, Lemma
6.6]. Furthermore, if m is the homogenous maximal ideal of R, then ae(R) = ae(Rm)
and S(R) = S(Rm) [27, Lemma 6.6]. According to Proposition 6.2, S(Rm) = S(R̂m)
where R̂m is the mRm-adic completion of the ring Rm. Since R̂m is isomorphic to Rˆ
where Rˆ is the m-adic completion of R [2, Section 22], it follows that S(R) = S(Rˆ).
In this chapter, we will compute the F -signature of some hypersurfaces.
6.1 The F-signature of
S[[u,v]]
f+uv
when f is a monomial
We will keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1 unless otherwise stated.
Notation 6.4 Let ∆ = {1, . . . , n} and let d, d1, . . . , dn be real numbers. For every
1 ≤ s ≤ n− 1, define
W (n)s =
∑
j1,...,js∈∆
[(d− dj1) . . . (d− djs)(
∏
j∈∆\{j1,...,js}
dj)]
W (n)n =
n∏
i=1
(d− di) and W (n)0 =
n∏
i=1
di.
For example, if d, d1, d2, d3, d4 are real numbers, we get that W
(4)
0 = d1d2d3d4
W
(4)
1 = (d− d1)d2d3d4 + (d− d2)d1d3d4 + (d− d3)d1d2d4
+ (d− d4)d1d2d3
W
(4)
2 = (d− d1)(d− d2)d3d4 + (d− d1)(d− d3)d2d4 + (d− d1)(d− d4)d2d3
+ (d− d2)(d− d3)d1d4 + (d− d2)(d− d4)d1d3
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W
(4)
3 = (d− d2)(d− d3)(d− d4)d1 + (d− d1)(d− d3)(d− d4)d2
+ (d− d1)(d− d2)(d− d4)d3 + (d− d1)(d− d2)(d− d3)d4
and W
(4)
4 = (d− d1)(d− d2)(d− d3)(d− d4).
According to the above notation, we can observe the following remark.
Remark 6.5 Let d, d1, . . . , dn be real numbers where n ≥ 1 and let W (n)j be defined
on d, d1, . . . , dn as in 6.4. If dn+1 is a real number, then W
(n+1)
j is defined on
d, d1, . . . , dn, dn+1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n as follows:
W
(n+1)
j = dn+1W
(n)
j + (d− dn+1)W (n)j−1.
Furthermore, W
(n+1)
0 = dn+1W
(n)
0 and W
(n+1)
n+1 = (d− dn+1)W (n)n .
The following lemma is needed to prove Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 6.6 If r , q, dj and uj are real numbers for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then
n∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+ uj) =
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c
where g
(n)
c (q) is a polynomial in q of degree n− 1− c for all 0 ≤ c ≤ n− 1.
Proof. By induction on n, we will prove this lemma. It is clear when n = 1. The
induction hypothesis implies that
n+1∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+ uj) = (dn+1r +
q(d− dn+1)
d
+ un+1)
n∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+ uj)
= (dn+1r +
q(d− dn+1)
d
+ un+1)(
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c)
= A +B + C
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where
A = dn+1r(
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c)
=
n∑
j=0
dn+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j+1 +
n−1∑
c=0
dn+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c+1
B =
q(d− dn+1)
d
(
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c)
=
n∑
j=0
(d− dn+1)q
j+1
dj+1
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
q(d− dn+1)
d
g(n)c (q)r
c
C = un+1(
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c)
=
n∑
j=0
un+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
un+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c.
Write A = A1 + A2 where
A1 =
n∑
j=0
dn+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j+1 and
A2 =
n−1∑
c=0
dn+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c+1
and write B = B1 +B2 where
B1 =
n∑
j=0
(d− dn+1)q
j+1
dj+1
W
(n)
j r
n−j and
B2 =
n−1∑
c=0
q(d− dn+1)
d
g(n)c (q)r
c.
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Notice that
A1 +B1 =
n∑
j=0
dn+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j+1 +
n∑
j=0
(d− dn+1)q
j+1
dj+1
W
(n)
j r
n−j
= dn+1W
(n)
0 r
n+1 +
n∑
j=1
dn+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j+1
+
n−1∑
j=0
(d− dn+1)q
j+1
dj+1
W
(n)
j r
n−j + (d− dn+1)q
n+1
dn+1
W (n)n
= dn+1W
(n)
0 r
n+1 +
n∑
j=1
dn+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j+1
+
n∑
j=1
(d− dn+1)q
j
dj
W
(n)
j−1r
n−j+1 + (d− dn+1)q
n+1
dn+1
W (n)n
= dn+1W
(n)
0 r
n+1 +
n∑
j=1
qj
dj
[dn+1W
(n)
j + (d− dn+1)W (n)j−1]rn−j+1
+(d− dn+1)q
n+1
dn+1
W (n)n .
Now apply Remark 6.5 to get that
A1 +B1 =
n+1∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n+1)
j r
n+1−j. (6.1)
Now define
g(n+1)n (q) = dn+1g
(n)
n−1(q) + un+1W
(n)
0 ,
g
(n+1)
0 (q) =
q
d
(d− dn+1)g(n)0 (q) + un+1
qn
dn
W (n)n + un+1g
(n)
0 (q),
and
g
(n+1)
i (q) = dn+1g
(n)
i−1(q) +
q(d− dn+1)
d
g
(n)
i (q) + un+1
qn−i
dn−i
W
(n)
n−i + un+1g
(n)
i (q)
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Since g
(n)
i (q) is a polynomial in q of degree n − 1 − i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, it
follows from the above definitions that g
(n+1)
i (q) is a polynomial in q of degree n− i
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Notice that
A2 +B2 + C =
n−1∑
c=0
dn+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c+1 +
n−1∑
c=0
q(d− dn+1)
d
g(n)c (q)r
c
+
n∑
j=0
un+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
un+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c
=
n−2∑
c=0
dn+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c+1 + dn+1g
(n)
n−1(q)r
n
+
q(d− dn+1)
d
g
(n)
0 (q) +
n−1∑
c=1
q(d− dn+1)
d
g(n)c (q)r
c
+un+1W
(n)
0 r
n +
n−1∑
j=1
un+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j + un+1
qn
dn
W (n)n
+un+1g
(n)
0 (q) +
n−1∑
c=1
un+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c
= [
q
d
(d− dn+1)g(n)0 (q) + un+1
qn
dn
W (n)n + un+1g
(n)
0 (q)]
+[
n−2∑
c=0
dn+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c+1 +
n−1∑
c=1
q(d− dn+1)
d
g(n)c (q)r
c
+
n−1∑
j=1
un+1
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=1
un+1g
(n)
c (q)r
c]
+[dn+1g
(n)
n−1(q)r
n + un+1W
(n)
0 r
n].
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As a result, we can write
A2 +B2 + C = [
q
d
(d− dn+1)g(n)0 (q) + un+1
qn
dn
W (n)n + un+1g
(n)
0 (q)]
+[
n−1∑
i=1
dn+1g
(n)
i−1(q)r
i +
n−1∑
i=1
q(d− dn+1)
d
g
(n)
i (q)r
i
+
n−1∑
i=1
un+1
qn−i
dn−i
W
(n)
n−ir
i +
n−1∑
i=1
un+1g
(n)
i (q)r
i]
+[dn+1g
(n)
n−1(q)r
n + un+1W
(n)
0 r
n]
= [
q
d
(d− dn+1)g(n)0 (q) + un+1
qn
dn
W (n)n + un+1g
(n)
0 (q)]
+
n−1∑
i=1
[dn+1g
(n)
i−1(q) +
q(d− dn+1)
d
g
(n)
i (q)
+un+1
qn−i
dn−i
W
(n)
n−i + un+1g
(n)
i (q)]r
i
+[dn+1g
(n)
n−1(q) + un+1W
(n)
0 ]r
n
=
n∑
i=0
g
(n+1)
i (q)r
i
and hence
n+1∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+ uj) = A +B + C = (A1 +B1) + (A2 +B2 + C)
=
n+1∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n+1)
j r
n+1−j +
n∑
c=0
g(n+1)c (q)r
c.

Theorem 6.7 Let f = xd11 . . . x
dn
n be a monomial in S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]] where dj
is a positive integer for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If d = max{d1, . . . , dn} and R⋆ =
S[[u, v]]/(f + uv), then the F-signature of R⋆ is given by
S(R⋆) =
2
dn+1
[
d1d2 . . . dn
n+ 1
+
W
(n)
1
n
+ · · ·+ W
(n)
s
n− s+ 1 + · · ·+
W
(n)
n−1
2
]
(6.2)
where W
(n)
1 , . . . ,W
(n)
n−1 are defined as in Notation 6.4.
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Proof. Let R = S/fS and R⋆ = S[[u, v]]/(f + uv). Set [K : Kp] = b and recall
from Notation 5.1 that Λe is the basis of K as K
q-vector space where q = pe. We
know from Proposition 5.13 (d) that
♯(F e∗ (R
⋆), R⋆) = re + 2
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) (6.3)
where re = b
eqn , A = MS(f, e) and A
k = MS(f
k, e). Since fk is a monomial, it
follows from Proposition 5.20 that the matrix Ak = MS(f
k, e) is equivalent to a
diagonal matrix D whose diagonal entries are taken from the set {xu11 . . . xunn |0 ≤
uj ≤ dj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. This makes cokerS(Ak) = cokerS(D) and consequently
the number ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) is exactly the same as the number of the n-tuples
(α1, . . . , αn) with 0 ≤ αj ≤ q − 1 satisfying that
F e∗ (λx
kd1+α1
1 . . . x
kdn+αn
n ) = x
d1
1 . . . x
dn
n F
e
∗ (λx
s1
1 . . . x
sn
n ) (6.4)
where s1, .., sn ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} for all λ ∈ Λe. However, an n-tuple (α1, . . . , αn)
with 0 ≤ αj ≤ q − 1 will satisfy (6.4) if and only if αj = dj(q − k) + sj for some
0 ≤ sj ≤ q−1 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. As a result, there exists n-tuples (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn
with 0 ≤ αj ≤ q − 1 satisfying (6.4) if and only if dj(q − k) < q for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Set Nj(k) := {αj ∈ Z | dj(q − k) ≤ αj < q} for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Therefore,
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be|N1(k)||N2(k)| . . . |Nn(k)| (6.5)
where
|Nj(k)| =
 q − djq + djk, if dj(q − k) < q0, otherwise
Let d = max{d1, . . . , dn}. Notice that
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) 6= 0 ⇔ |Nj(k)| 6= 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
⇔ dj(q − k) < q for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
⇔ d(q − k) < q
⇔ q(d− 1)
d
< k.
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Therefore,
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + djk) whenever k > q(d− 1)
d
. (6.6)
Let q = du+ t where t ∈ {0, .., d− 1}. If t 6= 0, then one can verify that
q(d− 1)
d
< q − q − t
d
<
q(d− 1)
d
+ 1. (6.7)
Therefore,
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) 6= 0 if and only if k ∈ {q − q−t
d
+ r | r ∈ {0, . . . , q−t
d
− 1}}.
However, if t = 0, it follows that q(d−1)
d
= q − q
d
∈ Z and consequently
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) 6= 0⇔ k ∈ {q − q
d
+ r | r ∈ {1, . . . , q
d
− 1}}. (6.8)
Assume now that t 6= 0. This implies that
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be
q−1∑
k=q− q−t
d
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + djk) (Use 6.6 and 6.8 )
= be
q−t
d
−1∑
r=0
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + dj(r + q − q − t
d
))
= be
q−t
d
−1∑
r=0
n∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+
djt
d
).
Recall from Lemma 6.6 that
n∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+
djt
d
) =
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c (6.9)
where g
(n)
c (q) is a polynomial in q of degree n − 1 − c for all 0 ≤ c ≤ n − 1.
Set δ = q−t
d
− 1. By Faulhaber’s formula [6], if s is a positive integer, we get the
following polynomial in δ of degree s+ 1
δ∑
r=1
rs =
1
s+ 1
s∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
s + 1
j
)
Bjδ
s+1−j (6.10)
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where Bj are Bernoulli numbers, B0 = 1 and B1 =
−1
2
. This makes
δ∑
r=0
rs =
qs+1
(s+ 1)ds+1
+ Vs(q) (6.11)
where Vs(q) is a polynomial of degree s in q. From Faulhaber’s formula and the
equations (6.9), and (6.11), we get that
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be
δ∑
r=0
[
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j r
n−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)r
c]
= be[
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j
δ∑
r=0
rn−j +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)
δ∑
r=0
rc]
= be[
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j (
qn−j+1
(n− j + 1)dn−j+1 + Vn−j(q))
+
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)(
qc+1
(c+ 1)dc+1
+ Vc(q))]
=
beqn+1
dn+1
n∑
j=0
W
(n)
j
n− j + 1 + b
e[
n∑
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j Vn−j(q)
+
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)
qc+1
(c+ 1)dc+1
+
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)Vc(q)].
Since
∑n
j=0
qj
dj
W
(n)
j Vn−j(q) and
∑n−1
c=0 g
(n)
c (q)
qc+1
(c+1)dc+1
+
∑n−1
c=0 g
(n)
c (q)Vc(q) are polyno-
mials in q = pe of degree n and n− 1 respectively, it follows that
lim
e→∞
1
bepe(n+1)
be[
n∑
j=0
Vn−j(q) +
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)
qc+1
(c+ 1)dc+1
+
n−1∑
c=0
g(n)c (q)Vc(q)] = 0.
Therefore
lim
e→∞
1
bepe(n+1)
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) =
1
dn+1
n∑
j=0
W
(n)
j
n− j + 1 .
By the equation (6.3) and the above equation we conclude that the F-signature of
the ring R⋆ is given by
S(R⋆) =
2
dn+1
[d1d2 . . . dn
n+ 1
+
W
(n)
1
n
+ · · ·+ W
(n)
s
n− s+ 1 + · · ·+
W
(n)
n−1
2
]
. (6.12)
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Second if q = du, then q(d−1)
d
= q − q
d
∈ Z and consequently
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) 6= 0⇔ k ∈ {q − q
d
+ r | r ∈ {1, . . . , q
d
− 1}}.
Therefore
q−1∑
k=1
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be
q−1∑
k=q− q
d
+1
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + djk)
= be
q
d
−2∑
r=0
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + dj(r + q − q
d
+ 1))
= be
q
d
−1∑
r=0
n∏
j=1
(djr +
q(d− dj)
d
+ dj).
By an argument similar to the above argument, we conclude the same result that
S(R⋆) =
2
dn+1
[d1d2 . . . dn
n+ 1
+
W
(n)
1
n
+ · · ·+ W
(n)
s
n− s+ 1 + · · ·+
W
(n)
n−1
2
]
. (6.13)

Remark 6.8 Let K be a perfect field of positive characteristic p and let R =
K[[x1,x2,u,v]]
(x1x2−uv)
. Applying Theorem 6.7 gives that S(R) = 2
3
.
Let r, s ≥ 2 be integers. If A is the Segre product of the polynomial rings
K[x1, ..., xr] and K[y1, ..., ys], i.e., R is the subring of K[x1, ..., xr, y1, ..., ys] gen-
erated over K be the monomials xiyj for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ s, it is well-known
that A is isomorphic to the determinantal ring obtained by killing the size two mi-
nors of an r × s matrix of indeterminates, and that the dimension of the ring A is
d = r + s− 1. A.Singh in [22, Example 7] shows that
S(A) =
1
d!
s∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
d+ 1
i
)
(s− i)d
As a result, the F -signature of the determinantal ring K[x1,x2,u,v]
(x1x2−uv)
is S(K[x1,x2,u,v]
(x1x2−uv)
) = 2
3
and consequently by Remark 6.3 we get also that S(K[[x1,x2,u,v]]
(x1x2−uv)
) = 2
3
.
Remark 6.9 Let K be a perfect field of positive characteristic p and let R = K[[x,u,v]]
(xd−uv)
.
According to Theorem 6.7, we get that S(R) = 1
d
. However, we can conclude that
S(R) = 1
d
from the first case of [12, Example 8].
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6.2 The F -signature of S/fS and S[[y]]/fS[[y]] are
the same
We keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1.
Proposition 6.10 Let S = K[[x1, ..., xn]]. If f is a nonunit nonzero element of S
and y is a new variable on S, then the F -signature of S/fS and S[[y]]/fS[[y]] are the
same and consequently the F -signature of S/fS and S[[y1, ...., ym]]/fS[[y1, ..., ym]] are
the same for every positive integer m.
Proof. Let R = S/fS and B = S[[y]]/fS[[y]]. For any e and q = pe, recall that if
A = MS(f, e), then F
e
∗ (S/fS) = cokerS(A) (Theorem 5.9) and MS[[y]](f, e) is a q×q
matrix over the ring Mre(S[[y]]) (Proposition 5.8) that is given by
MS[[y]](f, e) =

A
. . .
A
 . (6.14)
Recall from Proposition 5.5 that (A,Aq−1) is a matrix factorization of f . If
(A,Aq−1) is a nontrivial matrix factorization of f , it follows from Proposition 3.12
that (A,Aq−1) can be represented uniquely up to equivalence as
(A,Aq−1) ∼ (φ, ψ)⊕ (f, 1)u ⊕ (1, f)v
where (φ, ψ) is a reduced matrix factorization of f over S (and hence over S[[y]]),
u = ♯(cokerS(A), R) and v = ♯(cokerS(A
q−1), R) (see Corollary 3.13). In another
words, A is equivalent to the matrix
 φ
fIu
 where Iu is the u×u identity matrix.
Since (φ, ψ) is also a reduced matrix factorization of f in S[[y]], it follows from
Proposition 3.9 that cokerS[[y]](φ) is stable B-module and cokerS[[y]]
 φ
fIu
 =
Bu⊕ cokerS[[y]](φ). Using this result and the relation 6.14 we conclude that F e∗ (B) =
Bqu ⊕ [cokerS[[y]](φ)]⊕q where [cokerS[[y]](φ)]⊕q is stable B-module. This shows that
♯(F e∗ (B), B) = q♯(F
e
∗ (R), R). (6.15)
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However, if (A,Aq−1) ∼ (f, 1)re (or (A,Aq−1) ∼ (1, f)re) then we obtain that
(F e∗ (
S
fq−1S
) = cokerS A
q−1 = {0} (or (F e∗ ( SfS ) = cokerS A = {0}) which is impos-
sible. As a result, if (A,Aq−1) is a trivial matrix factorization of f, then the only
possible case is that (A,Aq−1) ∼ (f, 1)u⊕ (1, f)v where 0 < u, v < re with u+v = re
and consequently ♯(F e∗ (R), R) = ♯(cokerS(A), R) = u . In this case, A is equivalent
to the matrix
 Iv
fIu
 where Iu (respectively Iv) is the u×u (respectively v×v)
identity matrix of the ring Mre(S). It follows from the relation 6.14 that
♯(F e∗ (B), B) = q♯(F
e
∗ (R), R). (6.16)
Notice that α(B) = logp[K : K
p] = α(R). Therefore,
S(B) = lim
q→∞
♯(F e∗ (B), B)
pe(n+α(B))
= lim
q→∞
pe♯(F e∗ (R), R)
pe(n+α(B))
= lim
q→∞
♯(F e∗ (R), R)
pe(n−1+α(R))
= S(R).

6.3 The F-signature of
S[[z]]
(f+z2)
when f is a monomial
We will keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1 unless otherwise stated.
Theorem 6.11 Let f = xd11 . . . x
dn
n be a monomial in S = K[[x1, . . . , xn]] where dj is
a positive integer for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n and K is a field of prime characteristic p > 2
with [K : Kp] <∞. Let R = S/fS and R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2). It follows that:
1) If dj = 1 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then S(S[[z]]/(f + z2)) = 12n−1 .
2) If d = max{d1, . . . , dn} ≥ 2, then S(S[[z]]/(f + z2)) = 0.
Proof. Set [K : Kp] = b and recall from Notation 5.1 that Λe is the basis of K as
Kq-vector space. We know by Proposition 5.11 that
F e∗ (R
♯) = cokerS[[z]]
 A q−12 −zI
zI A
q+1
2
 where A = MS(f, e).
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Recall from Proposition 5.13 (b) that
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
q−1
2 ), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q+1
2 ), R). (6.17)
Now, let k ∈ { q−1
2
, q+1
2
} and set Nj(k) := {αj ∈ Z | dj(q − k) ≤ αj < q} for all
1 ≤ j ≤ n. Using the same argument that was previously used in the proof of
Proposition 6.7, it follows that
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be|N1(k)||N2(k)| . . . |Nn(k)| (6.18)
and
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be
n∏
j=1
(q − djq + djk) whenever k > q(d− 1)
d
. (6.19)
Now if d1 = d2 = · · · = dn = 1, it follows from equation (6.19) that ♯(cokerS(Ak), R) =
bekn for k ∈ { q−1
2
, q+1
2
}. Therefore, Equation (6.17) implies that
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = be[(
q − 1
2
)n + (
q + 1
2
)n] (6.20)
and consequently
S(R♯) = lim
e→∞
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯)/bepen =
1
2n−1
.
Now let di = max{d1, . . . , dn} for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. First assume that di = 2. If
k = q−1
2
, it follows that di(q − k) > q and consequently |Ni(k)| = 0. The equation
(6.18) implies ♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = 0. When k = q+1
2
, we get that di(q − k) = q − 1
and consequently Ni(k) = {q − 1} which makes |Ni(k)| = 1. Notice that when
k = q+1
2
and dj = 1 , it follows that |Nj(k)| = q+12 . As a result, if k = q+12 , we
conclude that
♯(cokerS(A
k), R) = be|N1(k)||N2(k)| . . . |Nn(k)| ≤ be(q + 1
2
)n−1.
Therefore,
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
q−1
2 ), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q+1
2 ), R) ≤ be(q + 1
2
)n−1.
As a result,
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S(R♯) = lim
e→∞
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯)/bepen = 0.
Second assume that di > 2. In this case, for every k ∈ { q−12 , q+12 }, it follows that
di(q − k) > q and consequently |Ni(k)| = 0. Therefore
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯) = ♯(cokerS(A
q−1
2 ), R) + ♯(cokerS(A
q+1
2 ), R) = 0
and consequently
S(R♯) = lim
e→∞
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯)/bepen = 0.

Remark 6.12 Let A = K[u1, ..., un] be the polynomial ring in the indeterminates
u1, ..., un on the field K and let GL(n,K) be the group of all invertible n×n matrices
over K. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of GL(n,K) and let |G| denote the order
of G which is the number of elements of G. An element g ∈ GL(n,K) is called a
pseudo-reflection if the rank of the matrix g − In is one where In is the n × n
identity matrix over K. For every g = [gij] ∈ G and f = f(u1, ..., un) ∈ A, let
g(f) = f(v1, ..., vn) where vi =
∑n
j=1 gijuj. A polynomial f ∈ A is invariant under
G if g(f) = f for all g ∈ G. Notice that a polynomial f is invariant under G if and
only if its homogeneous components are invariant under G [7, Chapter 7]. The set
of all invariant polynomials is denoted AG, this means that
AG = {f ∈ S | g(f) = f for all g ∈ G}
It is well known that AG is a graded subring of A that is called the invariant subring
of A by G.
If K is a field of characteristic p > 0, A = K[u1, ..., un] and G is a finite subgroup
of GL(n,K) such that |G| is a unit in K and G has no pseudo-reflection, then the
F -signature of the invariant subring AG is given by S(AG) = 1
|G|
[31, Remark 2.3]
and [28, Theorem 4.2].
I would like to thank H.Brenner and T.Bridgland who suggested using invariant
theory for providing another proof of the first result of Theorem 6.11.
Remark 6.13 We can use Remark 6.12 to prove the first result of Theorem 6.11
as follows.
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Let K be a field of characteristic p > 2, and let A = K[u1, ..., un]. Suppose that
G is the subgroup of GL(n,K) consisting of all diagonal matrices whose diagonal
entries are all taken from {1,−1} with determinant equal to one. If g ∈ G, then
g has an even number of diagonal elements that are −1. This makes G have no
pseudo-reflection. Furthermore, if H is the subgroup of GL(n,K) consisting of all
diagonal matrices whose diagonal entries are all taken from {1,−1}, then |H| = 2n
and G is a finite subgroup of H such that H \G is the subset of H consisting of all
diagonal matrices whose diagonal entries are all taken from {1,−1} with determinant
equal to −1. We can define a bijection between G and H \ G by sending g ∈ G to
g˜ ∈ H \ G where g˜ is obtained from g by changing the sign of the first diagonal
element of g. This makes |G| = |H \ G|. Since |G| + |H \ G| = |H| = 2n, we get
that |G| = 2n−1. Now, clearly the monomials u21, ..., u2n and u1...un are invariant
under G and hence K[u21, ..., u
2
n, u1...un] ⊆ AG. If f = ut11 ...utnn is a monomial, then
f = (u2d11 ...u
2dn
n )(u
e1
1 ...u
en
n ) where tj = 2dj + ej and ej ∈ {0, 1} for all j = 1, ..., n.
Therefore, f is invariant under G if and only if ej = 1 for all j = 1, ..., n or
ej = 0 for all j = 1, ..., n. This shows that a monomial f = u
t1
1 ...u
tn
n is invariant
under G if and only if f ∈ K[u21, ..., u2n, u1...un]. Now, if F ∈ A is a homogenous
polynomial of degree d, then F = f1 + ... + fr where fj is a monomial of degree
d for every j = 1, ..., r. Since g(F ) = b1f1 + ... + brfr where bj ∈ {−1, 1} for all
j ∈ {1, ..., r} and g ∈ G, we get that F is invariant under G if and only if fj is
invariant under G for all j = 1, ..., r. Therefore, F is invariant under G if and
only if F ∈ K[u21, ..., u2n, u1...un]. This shows that K[u21, ..., u2n, u1...un] = AG and
consequently Remark 6.12 gives that
S(K[u21, ..., u
2
n, u1...un]) =
1
2n−1
.
Now, if we define a ring homomorphism φ : K[x1, ..., xn, z] → K[u1, ..., un] by
φ(xj) = u
2
j for all j = 1, ..., n and φ(z) = u1...un, we get that
K[x1, ..., xn, z]
(x1...xn − z2)
∼= K[u21, ..., u2n, u1...un] as rings.
Therefore,
S(
K[x1, ..., xn, z]
(x1...xn − z2) ) =
1
2n−1
.
Now, we can use Remark 6.3 to conclude that
S(
K[[x1, ..., xn, z]]
(x1...xn − z2) ) =
1
2n−1
.
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Remark 6.14 Notice that when d = max{d1, . . . , dn} > 2, we can prove that
S(R♯) = 0 using Fedder’s Criteria (Proposition 2.49). Indeed, let m be the max-
imal ideal of S[[z]] and let R♯ = S[[z]]/(f + z2). If d = max{d1, . . . , dn} > 2, then
(f + z2)q−1 ∈ m[q] which makes, by Fedder’s Criteria, ♯(F e∗ (R♯), R♯) = 0 for all
e ∈ Z+. This means clearly that
S(R♯) = lim
e→∞
♯(F e∗ (R
♯), R♯)/bepen = 0.
6.4 The F-signature of the ring S[[y]]/(yp
d
+ f)
We will keep the same notation as in Notation 5.1 unless otherwise stated.
Proposition 6.15 Let m be the maximal ideal of the ring S = K[[x1, ..., xn]] where
K is a field of positive prime characteristic p with [K : Kp] = b <∞ and let f be a
nonzero element in m . If d ∈ Z+ and ℜ = S[[y]]/(ypd + f) , then S(ℜ) = ♯(F d∗ (ℜ),ℜ)
bdpnd
.
Proof. Let [K : Kp] = b and let e ∈ Z such that e > d . If A =MS(f, e), equations
(5.15) and (5.16) in the proof of Theorem 5.14 show that
F e∗ (ℜ) = cokerS[[y]](MS[[y]](yp
d
+ f, e)) = (cokerS[[y]](yI + A
pe−d))⊕p
d
(6.21)
and
[cokerS[[y]](yI + A
pe−d)]⊕p
e
= [F d∗ (ℜ)]⊕
be−dp(n+1)(e−d)
. (6.22)
If W = cokerS[[y]](yI + A
pe−d), by equations 6.21, 6.22 we get that
♯(F e∗ (ℜ),ℜ) = pd♯(W,ℜ) and pe♯(W,ℜ) = be−dp(n+1)(e−d)♯(F d∗ (ℜ),ℜ).
This makes
♯(F e∗ (ℜ),ℜ) = be−dpn(e−d)♯(F d∗ (ℜ),ℜ)
and consequently
S(ℜ) = lim
e→∞
♯(F e∗ (ℜ),ℜ)
bepen
= lim
e→∞
be−dpn(e−d)♯(F d∗ (ℜ),ℜ)
bepen
=
♯(F d∗ (ℜ),ℜ)
bdpnd
.

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